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This teaching portfolio presents a summary of my teaching efforts, course objectives, outcomes, and student 
learning for the first offering of the course LARC 497/597: Waste Ecologies. As a new professional elective 
course open to all upper level undergraduate and graduate students at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln in 
Spring 2018, participating in the Peer Review of Teaching program enabled me to develop the course through 
backwards design by matching course objectives with specific assignments and exercises that tracked student 
learning. Although this marked the first time teaching this course, it integrates my research trajectory of 
designing with waste. The Peer Review of Teaching program provided the venue and opportunity to critically 
reflect on course objectives, course activities and assignments, and develop and apply methods for students 
assessment and techniques for documentating student learning. My primary objective for participating in the 
program was to receive peer feedback on the clarity of the course, its delivery and structure, and strategies for 
assessing and documenting student learning, providing the support necessary to develop this new course. 
This portfolio documents the course objectives and structure, my teaching methods, assignments and their 
rationales, assessment methods, and selected student work, which is analyzed relative to the achievement of 
learning outcomes and course objectives. It also provides a critical reflection of potential planned changes for 
the next offering based on this analysis, documentation, and feedback.
Keywords: waste theory; design research pedagogy; landscape architecture; project-based learning; reuse
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The Peer Review of Teaching program provided me with the resources, tools, and structure to rigorously 
establish and document the main objectives of this seminar course. This course portfolio provides an overview 
of the course structure, learning outcomes, and student learning for my professional elective course LARC 
497/597: Waste Ecologies. This portfolio provides documentation of my course development process, 
course implimentation, and course outcomes through the refinement of course goals, activities, projects and 
assignments, and assessment. 
The objectives of this Peer Review Course Portfolio are:
1. Provide a rigorous, detailed overview of my course, with a focus on its relationship to my research 
trajectory, course structure, assignment types, and documentation of student learning.
2. Assist other instructors in the design field to integrate a research trajectory within an advanced-level 
seminar course and provide methods for assessing and documenting student learning. Assignment 
descriptions, sample questions for reflections, assessment rubrics, and samples of student work across 
a range of ability levels provide guidelines for instructors developing new elective courses and a 
framework for student learning of complex theory-related topics.
The creation of this portfolio and participation in the Peer Review of Teaching program has provided me with the 
tools to critically examine my teaching methods. The pairing of course activities and assignments with learning 
outcomes for the course through backward design was one of the most effective strategies I gained from this 
process. This porfolio documents and reflects on the integration of this framework in the seminar course, 
uncovering the successes and opportunities for further development. By helping me to develop more proactive 
strategies for documenting and assessing student learning, I aim to continue developing these strategies and 
impliment them in other courses, particularly those related to my expertise and research around waste materials 
and waste landscapes.
OBJECTIVES OF PEER REVIEW COURSE PORTFOLIO
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In Spring 2018, LARC 497/597: Waste Ecologies (see Appendix A on page 16 for Syllabus), a 3-credit elective 
course, was offered for the first time at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln in the College of Architecture. As an 
advanced research seminar / professional elective course, Waste Ecologies enabled me to integrate my research 
as a design pedagogy in a seminar format.
My research trajectory, which I have titled landscape lifecycles, aims to reconceptualize waste as a resource for 
site and material transformation. Integrating waste transformation into design curricula is imperative. The next 
generation of designers must be critical of and actively engage with complex, contaminated landscapes and 
waste legacies. Rather than apply conventional approaches to waste reclamation that typically result in passive 
parks, I argue for an alternative, transformative approach. Grounded in concepts of material lifecycles, industrial 
ecology, and circular economies, landscape lifecycles spatializes these abstract systems and explores the 
aesthetic, experiential, and performative potentials of waste. 
Implementing landscape lifecycles as a design pedagogy explores how reacting differently to the creation of 
waste yields creative acts of reuse, exposing students to a state-of-mind about waste’s design opportunities 
rather than providing ready-made solutions. I encourage students to explore their unique interests within highly 
structured courses, resulting in a diversity of distinct, speculative responses that engage with waste’s potential. 
My courses aim to answer: how do we train the next generation of landscape architects to innovatively and 
actively engage with perceived waste materials and landscapes in order to design meaningful waste places? 
Courses use a scaffolded approach with a phased structure building on skills and the development of a waste-
based language. Content and topics explored through readings and discussions build a theoretical foundation 
in each phase, which parallels and supports assignments, project development, and design inquiry.
Landscape lifecycles as a pedagogical approach to a research seminar explores the blurry, ambiguous, culturally 
constructed attitudes toward waste, its spatial and material implications, and its experiential possibilities.
The course objectives are to:
1. Question and be critical of cultural attitudes toward waste and the impact this has had on design; 
2. Use reflection papers to document students’ attitudes toward waste and how it might shift throughout 
the course; and 
3. Speculate on the potentials of material and spatial waste generated by existing material-based systems 
that affect the built environment and support our cities. 
Student enrollment for the course in Spring 2018 consisted of 11 students. 2 were undergraduate architecture 
students in their fourth year, 1 undergraduate engineering student in their fourth year, and 8 graduate 
architecture students, 2 in their first year and 6 in their final semester. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSE
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 The course applies a scaffolded approach over three phases, as illustrated in the table below, coupling history 
and theory with a semester long research project done in groups.
TEACHING METHODS | COURSE MATERIALS | COURSE ACTIVITIES
Phase Time Period Assignment
Phase 1
Theories + Constructs 
of Waste Materials + 
Landscapes
Weeks 1-6
(6 weeks)
Waste Reflection (Wk 1)
Reading discussion (Wk 2)- Waste Culturally Constructed 
Reading discussion (Wk 3)- Sanitation + Managing Waste 
Reading discussion (Wk 4)- Brownfields and Wastelands Waste 
Reflection (Wk 4)
Waste Topic Analysis [Part 1] (self-selected) (Wk 1-6)
Phase 2
Designing + Reframing 
Waste as a Resource - 
Case Studies
Weeks 7-10
(4 weeks)
Reading discussion (Wk 7)- Design, Waste, and Benefits 
Reading discussion (Wk 8)- Reframing Waste: Concepts Waste 
Reflection (Wk 9)
Waste Case Studies [Part 2] (self-selected) (Wk 7-10)
Phase 3
Symbiotic Waste Systems
Weeks 12-16
(5 weeks)
Waste Symbiosis - Speculative Proposals [Part 3] (Wk 12-16)
Waste Reflection (Wk 16)
The semester’s three phases parallel the three parts of the group research project. Phase 1, Theories + 
Constructs of Waste Materials + Landscapes, investigates the ways in which waste is culturally constructed, how 
waste materials have come to be managed, and the types of landscapes that have resulted from the production 
of waste. These topics were investigated each week through assigned and supplemental readings and class 
discussions. Assigned readings are provided in the syllabus, while supplemental readings are chosen by 
individual students who find and select a reading to pair with one assigned reading and lead discussion for the 
week (see Appendix C on page 39 for Critical Reading Assignment). Parallel to this is Part 1 of the design-
research project, in which students investigate the history, spatial trajectory, and processes of a waste material 
(see Appendix B on page 30 for Team Project Brief). 
The second phase, Design + Reframing Waste as a Resource—Case Studies, explores design practices and 
emerging conceptual frameworks for waste reuse. As with Phase 1, topics are investigated each week through 
readings and class discussions, including supplemental readings determined by discussion leaders. This phase 
also included guest lectures and a field trip to supplement the reading material and discussions. The field trip 
was to University of Nebraska-Lincoln's Innovation Campus' Centralized Renewable Energy Systems (Figure 
1), which uses wastewater from the Theresa Street Wastewater Treatment Plant to heat and cool the buildings 
in the campus. This trip enabled students to see an example of how waste can be innovatively reused for other 
purposes in design. 
Parallel to this is Part 2 of the design-research project, which entails a case study investigation and analysis 
of a project that innovatively reuses waste materials and/or landscapes. Students were exposed to landscape 
performance as a method of analysis for landscape-based case studies to analyze their own case study.
In Phase 3/Part 3, Symbiotic Waste Systems, teams paired up with one another and develop speculative 
scenarios and proposals for how their individual waste systems can hybridize, referencing lessons collected from 
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their case studies. The purpose of this exercise is to develop symbiotic exchanges and relationships with one 
another, grounded in landscape performance criteria of economic, environmental, and social benefits. Proposals 
will be highly speculative and innovative, challenging and questioning conventional approaches to reusing and 
reclaiming waste. Although each part of the project has specific requirements for drawing contents and topics, 
the graphic style, topic selection, and exploration is determined by the student groups.
The course objectives were achieved through weekly reading assignments and discussions, reflection papers, 
guest lectures, a field trip, and the semester long research project. Additionally, three in-class reflection papers 
were used to track student learning and their evolving attitudes towards waste throughout the course. Students 
also submitted a final reflection paper done outside of class that reflects on their previous reflections. I found 
these reflections to be incredibly enlightening and effective in demonstrating student learning. This body of 
work produced by the students encompasses the outcomes of the course, which will be described further in the 
section "documenting + analyzing student learning" on page 9.
The teaching methods and structure outlined above were developed for several reasons:
1. As an advanced topics course for design students in their final years of design education, I structured 
the course to include both readings (verbal) and a project (visual). The readings introduced students to 
new topics and authors in the design disciplines. Class discussions of those readings were very fruitful 
and engaging, while the project allowed students to continue developing their graphic skills and 
explore interesting and strange conditions in the built environment.
2. The flexibility provided by the course content enabled students to explore topics they were most 
interested in. In this sense, I thought of myself more as a bottom-up instructor that set up the 
framework and general content, while providing some flexibility for students to find their niche within 
the framework and topics that were being explored.
3. The aspect of the course I was most interested in is exploring the types of cultural baggage and taboos 
waste has, and how this effects design. I was curious about whether students initially had particular 
cultural perceptions of waste, whether they were aware of this, and how this perception might evolve 
throughout the course. The in-class reflection activity yielded some of the most interesting results that 
documented this process.
Figure 1: Field Trip to Centralized Renewable Energy System (CRES) Plant; Lincoln, NE
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As mentioned in previous sections, LARC 497/597 is a special topics professional elective course (see Appendix 
G on page 74) designed by instructors within the program. Instructors are encouraged to develop a course 
that relates to their research trajectory. In their last semester of design education, students are given the option 
to select an elective course that best aligns with their interests.
I developed the Waste Ecologies course as both an extension of my research and as a venue for students 
to explore their design interests related to waste materials and landscapes. This course was structured to 
investigate the spatial consequences of waste materials and landscapes. In doing so, we explored the cultural 
constructs of waste, questioned the spatial and material consequences of these cultural constructs, and critiqued 
emerging frameworks for waste reuse. 
In this course, I emphasized that there is no right or wrong answer to design or to what waste is. The purpose 
of the course was to stimulate thoughtful responses, critical thinking, and exploration of the questions and 
contexts designers are confronted with as it relates to waste. 
THE COURSE + THE BROADER CURRICULUM
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I used three main assignments and activities to document and analyze student learning in the course:
1. Critical Reading Assignment
2. Group Design-Research Project
3. Student Reflections
The Critical Reading Assignment and the Group Design-Research Project were both graded using a rubric. I 
also had students anonymously use the same rubric to grade their peers, which was highly informative and 
was used as a basis for the final grades for these assignments. 3 of the 4 student reflections were done in class 
and were not graded, but were mostly used to track and document student learning throughout the course. 
For comparison of the assignments, examples of "Exceeds Expectations," "Meets Expectations," and "Below 
Expectations" are presented.
Critical Reading Assignment + Presentation
This project is assigned the first day of class, and occurs over 4 weeks (Weeks 3 and 4; 7 and 8). Students were 
given a sign up sheet (see the end of Appendix C on page 39 for the sign up sheet) to sign up for a reading 
to critically exam. Additionally, students were asked to find another reading to pair with their selected reading. 
Students were then required to write a 1-2 page essay examining the assigned reading with their selected 
reading and presented their analysis to the class for discussion.
Below is the rubric (Figure 2) used for this assignment:
DOCUMENTING + ANALYZING STUDENT LEARNING
Figure 2: Critical Reading Presentation Grading Rubric
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Students were given a copy of the rubric and were asked to provide an assessment of their peer's presentation 
and critical anlysis. At first, some students seemed a bit timid in providing critical feedback, but as the course 
progressed, some students seemed to grow more comfortable in being more critical of their peers. The 
assessment of a student by their peers was averaged with my score combined, which resulted in the final grade.
Examples of the critical short essay of the readings are provided in Appendix E on page 53. Essays by students 
A, B, and C exceeded expectations. They selected thoughtful companion essays, provided a critical and reflective 
analysis of the pairing, and posed thoughtfully constructed questions to the class that arose from the readings. 
Student D's analysis met expectations. They selected a reading without critically assessing its relationship to the 
assigned reading and asked questions that led to surface-level discussions. Student's E analysis was considered 
below expectations due to the lack of critical analysis of the assigned reading, and a lack of thoughtfulness 
in selecting the companion reading. The analysis was highly generalized and not critical enough of both the 
assigned and self-selected reading. Additionally, the submission was missing the questions, and classmates 
were unclear on the questions being asked in class, which led to short discussions that lacked criticality of the 
content.
Term Group Research Project + Presentation
This project is assigned the first day of class, and occurs for the duration of the whole semester as a full term 
group project (see Appendix B on page 30). This project was divided into 3 parts:
1. Documentation and analysis of a system that supports Lincoln, with an emphasis on the waste materials 
and landscapes produced by the system;
2. Case study analysis of an existing project innovatively reusing a waste material and/or landscape 
uncovered in Part 1; and
3. Synthesis of research through design speculation, in which two groups develop projects that reuse the 
waste materials and landscapes uncovered in their research.
Students were given a list of suggested topics for study, and were asked to list their top 3 choices for broad 
topics. I took this submission and assembled the groups based on students' interests. Following the assembly of 
their groups, students were then asked to select a sub-topic within their broader topic. For example, if a broader 
topic was "Energy" the student group then determined "Coal" based on their individual research interests. For 
each part, students developed final boards and presented them to their peers in class. As in the "Critical Reading 
Assignment," students also anonymously assessed their peers during presentation day using a rubric (Figure 3). 
On the following page is the rubric used for all 3 parts of this assignment.
Examples of all 3 Parts of the project are provided in Appendix D on page 44. For Part 1 and Part 2, different 
groups exceeded expectations. For Part 1, Group A exceeded expectations because of the thoroughness of 
their research, the quality of their documentation and drawings, the criticality of their system, in this case, 
lettuce, and the focus on the waste generated by the industry they were analyzing. Group B, which examined 
the automotive recycling industry, met expectations throughout Parts 1 and 2. Their analysis was very rigorous 
and thorough, but their representation was inconsistent and required more focus on the overall topic. Group 
C, which examined the wood industry, also performed high-level analysis, but the overall documentation and 
representation of the work was not critical enough, and did not place enough emphasis on the waste generated 
by the industry, or how their case study was innovatively reusing material and spatial byproducts. For Part 
2, Group D provided high-level, thorough, and critical analysis of their case study. Their representation was 
consistent, clear, and exceeded expectations in illustrating the information.
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Figure 3: Term Project Grading Rubric
For Part 3, there were only 3 total groups. Two groups exceeded expectations, and one group performed below 
expectations. Group E, which consisted of the coal and automotive recycling industry, developed a highly 
innovative, speculative proposal, and did an excellent job illustrating their design intent and describing how 
their two systems can hybridize into an entirely new entity. Group F, which consisted of wood and another 
individual from the automotive recycling industry, developed a proposal that lacked detail and synthesis of the 
two systems. The representation was not descriptive enough and the proposal was missing a layer of critical 
understanding of the two individual systems, and how their byproducts can support one another.
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Reflection Papers
Although the outcomes from the assignments demonstrate the achievement of student learning, for me, the 
most important form of documentation became the reflection papers student wrote throughout the course, 
which were not graded assignments. These reflections were written at the start of the first class, the end of Phase 
1, the end of Phase 2, and at the end of the course. The reflections (see Appendix F on page 63), combined 
with class discussions, became the most enlightening aspect of the course and student learning. Since these 
reflections were not graded and their purpose was not to necessarily find a right or wrong answer, but to 
document an evolving ethos around designing with waste within the course through students, a sampling in no 
particular order is provided in the Appendix.
For the first reflection, students were asked to answer the following questions: 
 + How do you define waste? What is your perception of waste? 
 + What do you think we should do with waste? 
 + What do you hope to get out of the class? 
Although there were a wide range of responses, students generally defined waste as the leftovers from a 
process, mostly referring to material byproducts such as “trash,” “garbage,” and “wastewater”. In terms of the 
outcomes for the course, many students referred to the desire to expand their knowledge on the topic and learn 
effective strategies of waste management to inform their design work. 
The subsequent reflections (after Part 1 and 2) respond to one repeated question: 
 + What is your perception of waste? 
with new posed questions: 
 + What are waste’s opportunities for design? 
 + How have your perceptions of waste changed? 
The biggest jump in reflection was between Reflection 1 and Reflection 2. Contrary to Reflection 1, the results 
varied greatly in Reflection 2 when compared with previous responses. One reoccurring theme from these 
reflections is that “waste” is a much larger topic than they originally thought, but each student described a 
different aspect of waste that has caused them to change their perception:
“Waste is not always negative and can be a resource by turning it into fuel and power…Also [better understand] 
the issue of where waste goes and the lengths major cities go to, to push the waste out of sight. Waste is an 
industry...”
“…the issue of waste is far more pervasive than I originally thought. It has touched everything from the 
organization of our homes, neighborhoods, cities, and urban systems as a whole. It is cultural and economic…
My perception of waste has been further expanded past the narrowness of thinking it was just the trash in my 
kitchen.”
“…I am beginning to see waste as a social and cultural definition rather than viewing what is considered waste as 
inherently useless.”
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“Waste, especially in the form of land, such as brownfields…has enormous opportunity in design…I originally 
related waste to disgust, as we read earlier. I thought it was a problem that had to be solved, rather than an 
opportunity to take advantage of.”
“I didn’t know space could be a waste product…I didn’t realize that our perception of waste affects those who 
work with waste.”
Additionally, during one discussion, one student described their experience in the course thus far as “learning 
a state of mind about waste rather than a specific solution for it,” a response that has greatly impacted the way I 
am now considering in the future development of my courses.
The reflections greatly exceeded my expectations in achieving their intended objective—to document students’ 
changing perception and thoughts of waste throughout the course. The most important aspect of these 
reflections relative to learning outcomes is that they demonstrate students gaining an expanded knowledge 
base and developing design approach to waste materials and landscapes, a topic they will inevitably encounter 
in practice.
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Pursuing the integration of landscape lifecycles as a design pedagogy in a seminar course has opportunities 
for further development and documentation that present exciting challenges. Overall, based on student and 
peer feedback, I belive the first offering of my Waste Ecologies course was very successful. Across the board, 
students seemed to have gained a lot from the course through the different assignments, with some students 
mentioning specific readings and project assignments that made a particular impact on them. 
For future improvements to the Syllabus, the only addition I would make is to fold in the reflection paper aspect 
of the course into the course description. The overall organization of the course seemed to be successful as well.
Some feedback from students through the reflections provide a means to tighten some of the assignments to 
better meet the course objectives. For example, some weeks, the reading load was a little heavy when combined 
with additional readings procivided by discussion leaders. Although it was interesting for me to see the types 
of companion readings students selected, in many cases students were not critical enough of what readings 
they were selecting and why. In the future, I will instead opt for more depth over breadth - a more detailed and 
critical reading of an assigned reading, limiting the number to 2-3 total per reading week.
For the term project, overall, students enjoyed working on the project. However, the engineering student 
who does not have a design background and an understanding of the graphic programs used for graphic 
representation, struggled in this aspect of the class. Additionally, some students wish there was more time to 
meet with me to discuss their work, and more time for the last assignment, the design speculation portion. In 
light of this, I plan to provide students with two options for the term project: 
1. A minimum 10-15 page critical term paper that delves deeper into a topic of the students' choosing 
related to the course. This will allow students to work individually if they would like, and gives students 
who are not graphically-savy to complete a different assignment.
2. Repeat the same term project, but adjust the time frame and required deliverables for the project. 
These deliverables and the topic explored can be more open-ended. For example, for Part 1, students 
were asked to develop a timeline of the industry they were analyzing, an aspect to the assignment that 
can be removed. I also think some Part 2 case studies were more successful than others, and some Part 
1 analysis were more successful than others. In the next offering of the course, I will give students the 
option of working individually or in groups, and the option of either doing Part 1 (studying an existing 
system of their choosing to uncover the produced wastes) or doing Part 2 (performing a case study 
analysis that innovatively reuses waste materials and landscapes). This will give students more time to 
dive into more detail in these topics, and more time to meet with me. It will also allow for more time to 
do Part 3, in which I would combine a Part 1 group and a Part 2 group to yield different results.
Finally, I had built into the course an extra two weeks for students to revist and edit their work, and weighted 
this resubmission very high. Unfortunately, not many students took advantage of this, and some submitted the 
same drawings they produced throughout the semester. This, resulted in lost time that could have been used 
to extend one of the projects. Instead, I think I will opt for students submitting their final work in a pamphlet/
booklet format in which I will provide a template for them. I will need to allow for extra time to produce this, but 
the aim for this submission would be in a more finalized, package format with accompanying text that describes 
the project in greater detail. 
PLANNED CHANGES
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The Peer Review of Teaching program and process provided an invaluable experience that enabled me to 
develop a more rigorous and scholarly approach to my teaching. The success of the first offering of my course 
would have not been possible without the support I received from this experience. Backwards designing a 
course from the ground up proved to be incredibly efficient. It not only forced me to define 2-3 concise course 
objectives, but it also pushed me to develop assignments and activities that achieved the meeting of these 
objectives efficiently. Additionally, integrating student participation in peer assessment and in their in-class 
reflection writing are techniques I never thought to use before, and were some of the most important aspects I 
integrated in the course.
The production of this portfolio provides me with a roadmap to the future development of this course and 
others that can only help me further refine my pedagogical approach to design education. It has enabled me 
to reflect on my teaching critically, and in doing so, will ultimately make it easier to apply these techniques to 
other courses. One of the most important outcomes from my experience in the Peer Review of Teaching program 
is that thoroughly documenting and critically assessing courses is scholarly activity that will support my Tenure 
and Promotion Package.
I would like to thank all the fellow faculty I interacted with throughout this program, who provided me with 
invaluable feedback, alternative techniques, and various approaches I was able to implement into my course. 
I would also to thank the students who were enrolled in the Waste Ecologies course during the Spring 2018 
semester, and were open to exploring new and interesting ideas, even though they did not fully know or 
understand where they would lead them. I greatly appreciate their consent in allowing me to include the work 
in this protfolio.
SUMMARY + OVERALL ASSESSMENT OF PORTFOLIO PROCESS
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APPENDIX A: 
COURSE SYLLABUS
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LARC 497/597: Waste Ecologies        UNL College of Architecture 1 of 13	
Faculty of Landscape Architecture, College of Architecture, University of Nebraska-Lincoln 
U.S. map documenting 3,270 waste landscapes within the Great Plains Region, consisting of landfills, classified brownfields, and Superfund sites. 
Each of these 3,270 landscapes are real places and spaces with experiential possibility. On a landfill, a marker indicates where waste supposedly 
ends and where it begins. This course explores the blurry, ambiguous, culturally constructed attitudes towards waste, its spatial and material 
implications, and its experiential possibilities. 
LARC 497/597: Waste Ecologies  
Class: Th, 6:00-8:50pm, Architecture Hall 115, 3 Credits 
Instructor: Catherine De Almeida, Assistant Professor 
Contact: cdealmeida2@unl.edu; 2-4900; Office: Room 236  
Semester: Spring 2018 
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LARC 497/597: Waste Ecologies        UNL College of Architecture 2 of 13	
Catalogue Description: Selected topics in landscape architecture; group investigation of a topic 
in landscape architecture.  
Topic of exploration: the spatial and material implications of physical, 
ideological, and cultural constructions of waste and its effects on the 
conditions of the built environment.
Course Prerequisites:  Admission to the College of Architecture; Permission by instructor  
Course Introduction: Waste is ideologically constructed as the antithesis of value. The word is 
embedded with negative connotations retained by a long lineage of 
cultural attitudes towards undesired material excess. This perception has 
resulted in the inefficient handling, storage, and regulation of potentially 
valuable waste products, which should be embraced as desirable, cheap, 
available resources with latent benefits for producing new economies, 
ecologies, and cultural landscapes. The materials and landscapes 
associated with waste, excess, and the undesired create vulnerability 
within and surrounding their sites, which are typically relegated to the 
peripheries of urban environments along with marginalized communities. 
However, waste has aesthetics, is valuable, and ecological. This course 
investigates the spatial consequences of waste materials and 
landscapes. We will explore the cultural constructs of waste, question the 
spatial and material consequences of these cultural constructs, and 
critique emerging frameworks for waste reuse.  
This course emphasizes that there is no right or wrong answer to design 
or to what waste is. The purpose of the course is to stimulate thoughtful 
responses, critical thinking, and exploration of the questions and contexts 
designers are confronted with as it relates to waste. Students are given 
the freedom to explore their own interests within the context of the course. 
This research seminar will use guest lectures, readings, class 
discussions, a field trip, and a semester long research project to explore 
the spatial and material performance (or lack thereof) of waste. The 
research project will entail the multi-scalar documentation of a supposed 
waste material, case study research focused on the innovative uses of 
waste using landscape performance as criteria for evaluating benefits, 
and the synthesis of this research through the hybridization of waste 
systems to generate symbiosis. 
“…urban and structural changes were serviced by inflows (energy resources, markets, materials, 
personnel, operators, workflows, and schedules), but they also produced unintended outflows 
(discharges, emissions, effluents, and inequities) and other occupational hazards by the nature of the 
industrial economies that made them possible. As externalities, these pollutants today are urbanism’s 
waste—commodities without markets, capitalism’s excreta. 
In lieu of linear, fixed, and closed systems of industrial systems, new circular economies and systemic 
interconnections generate and yield contemporary waste ecologies—the metaphorical linkages, 
practical interconnections, and spatial interdependencies between anthropogenic and non-
anthropogenic systems of waste—exemplified through residual solid wastes, liquid effluents, and 
gaseous emissions. 
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Through the recalibration of urban flows across this Metabolic Landscape, the reclamation of waste 
materials, waste fluids, and waste landscape as urban resources can radically reorganize spatial 
patterns by short-circuiting the distance between ecological networks and economic systems through 
material flows. This contraction of the urban field yields a set of unprecedented ecological 
formations—protoecologies—that are best described and formulated with the infrastructural design 
of historic externalities of waste, water, and energy as part of the urban project. ” 
Pierre Belanger, Landscape as Infrastructure, 2017 
Learning Goals and Outcomes: The primary goal of this course is to provide students with design-
research skills and criteria for evaluating, documenting, questioning, and 
being critical of waste, and exploring its possibilities for design.  
 Learning Goal One:
Critical Investigation of Waste and its Management Practices -  
Students will gain a broad understanding of cultural constructions of 
waste, waste materials, waste landscapes, and the ways in which waste 
reuse in design practice may carry forward cultural biases of waste.  
Learning Outcomes: 
1. Analyze and question cultural biases of waste through reading 
discussions, reading selections, discussion paper, and a personal 
reflection. 
2. Document the spatial effects of a waste material through mappings, 
visual histories, and time/process diagrams. 
3. Investigate the performative effects of waste, including material, 
structure, function, and aesthetics. 
 Learning Goal Two:
Methods + Applications of Design-Research -  
Students develop visual and verbal research methods and skills for 
understanding, documenting, analyzing, and speculating on waste 
materials, landscapes, and systems. 
Learning Outcomes: 
1. Develop a vocabulary and proficiency in conventional, sustainable, 
and innovative waste materials and landscapes, and apply this 
knowledge to a speculative research project. 
2. Apply case study research documentation methods, including using 
landscape performance as an assessment tool. 
 Learning Goal Three:
Skills + Methods in Qualitative and Quantitative Representation -  
Students build a literacy of visualizing and graphically synthesizing 
research related to waste materials, landscape, and systems. This 
includes speculating on waste’s potential.  
Learning Outcomes: 
1. Utilize drawing as a communicative and an investigative method 
exploring the material and spatial dimensions of waste. 
2. Apply GIS and other digital tools to make visible the spatial effects 
of waste by integrating qualitative and quantitative information. 
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Course Format and Structure: To accomplish the above learning goals and outcomes, this course uses 
guest lectures, readings, class discussions, cumulative assignments, a 
field trip, a research project, experimentation and evaluation. 
Illustrated Lectures / Readings / Discussions 
 Lectures consist of illustrated and visual examples accompanied by 
verbal explanations. Lectures will largely be given by guests who are 
experts in their fields. 
 Course readings relate to waste materials and landscapes, and 
accompany each Phase of the class. Readings are assigned before each 
week (see Course Schedule and Course Readings for details). Students 
are required to read for each class with the expectation they are prepared 
to participate in class discussions. Students will also sign up for a weekly 
topic to lead discussion. Students will choose a supplemental reading to 
the assigned readings to fuel further discussion. Students may reference 
the bibliography when selecting the reading, and reading assignments 
may be used as references for the research projects. 
 Students are encouraged to ask questions during lectures and 
discussions. Topics in the readings and covered in lectures are designed 
to stimulate discussion and build a literacy and knowledge in topics 
related to waste. Students will also present their projects in a pin-
up/presentation format in order to receive feedback from fellow peers and 
contribute to the overall discussion of projects. 
Field Trip 
One field trip will occur within Lincoln to UNL’s Innovation Campus and 
the Theresa Street Wastewater Treatment Plant. This trip will enable 
students to see the ways in which waste can be reused through a 
partnership between different entities. 
Course Structure – Phases  
This course is structured into 3 Phases. The Phases are structured as a 
cumulative sequence, in which the content and assignment builds on the 
previous one(s). Below is an outline of the course structure: 
Phase 1: Theories + Constructs of Waste Materials + 
Landscapes [6 weeks; 1/11-2/15] 
This first phase investigates the ways in which waste is culturally 
constructed, how waste materials have come to be managed, 
and the types of landscapes that have resulted from the 
production of waste. These topics will be investigated each 
week through assigned and supplemental readings and class 
discussions. Parallel to this is Part 1 of the design-research 
project, in which students investigate the history, spatial 
trajectory, and processes of a waste material.  
Phase 2: Design + Reframing Waste as a Resource – Case 
Studies [4 weeks; 2/22-3/15] 
Phase 2 explores design practices and emerging conceptual 
frameworks for waste reuse. These topics will be investigated 
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each week through assigned and supplemental readings and 
class discussions. This phase will include guest lectures and a 
field trip to supplement the reading material and discussions. 
Parallel to this is Part 2 of the design-research project, which 
entails a case study investigation and analysis of a project that 
reuses waste materials and/or landscapes in an innovative way. 
Students will be exposed to landscape performance as a 
method of analysis for landscape-based case studies to analyze 
their own case study. 
Phase 3: Symbiotic Waste Systems [6 weeks; 3/15-4/26] 
In Phase 3, teams will pair up with one another and develop 
speculative scenarios and proposals for how their individual 
waste systems can hybridize and develop symbiotic exchanges 
and relationships with one another, grounded in landscape 
performance criteria of economic, environmental, and social 
benefits. Proposals will be highly speculative, and should be 
innovative by challenging and questioning conventional 
approaches to reusing and reclaiming waste. 
All original digital documents and files must be submitted as a 
packaged, zipped folder via WeTransfer.com no later than 
Thursday, May 3rd at 8AM. 
Projects and Evaluation 
The critical reading assignment will be done individually in coordination 
with a smaller group. The semester-long design-research project will be 
a group project. Project briefs contain a project description, requirements, 
and expectations for submission and presentation. See “Grading” and 
“Definitions” for more information. 
Projects 
Critical Theory Part 1: Quote Submission -   -05% 
Critical Theory Part 2: Discussion + Reading Selection - -10% 
Design-Research Project Part 1: Waste Material Study - -20% 
Design-Research Project Part 2: Case Study -  -10% 
Design-Research Project Part 3: Symbiosis -   -15% 
Design-Research Project: Final Submission -  -30% 
Participation + Attendance -    -10% 
Criteria + Rubric 
A rubric will be used to evaluate projects, with each project worth 100 
points. Work will be evaluated according to the following criteria [Note: 
not all criteria apply to all assignments]: 
 Craft + Representation [30 pts.] (technical quality, legibility, 
precision, annotation) – 
Drawings will be evaluated for technical quality and legibility. 
This includes precision, composition, craft, and systematic 
presentation of information. Line weights, line types, appropriate 
notation system, scale, and the overall organization of 
information are critical to achieving high-quality drawing. 
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Sufficient level of information in drawing, annotation, and 
description must be presented to convey clarity of information.
 Rigorous Investigation [30 pts.] (quality, depth, and synthesis 
of research and analysis) – 
Demonstrate the ability to conduct and synthesize research with 
clarity, rigor, and a high-degree of detail. Ability to incorporate 
and communicate research with effectiveness. 
 Evolution [15 pts.] (growth of technical ability; response to 
feedback; iteration of work)– 
Design and learning are iterative processes that allow students 
to evolve their work. The course is structured for students to 
learn by doing, making, experimenting, and questioning. This 
criterion will evaluate the ability for students to use feedback to 
evolve their work, techniques, and representational approaches 
throughout the course.
 Critical Thinking [15 pts.] (critically evaluate design ideas; 
question conventional modes of working; develop ethical 
considerations of waste and its and performative capacities) – 
Self-critically evaluate a design idea, including responding to the 
evaluation and criticism of peers by improving the work. This 
includes thinking critically about conventional modes of 
representation, waste materials and landscapes, the ways in 
which it is managed and redesigned, and the ways in which they 
may be rethought. 
 Timely Submission [10 pts.] all work is submitted and 
completed on time. 
Required Material: The following are required materials for this course: 
 A notebook or sketchbook for notes and drawings in the classroom 
and in the field, and for keeping course handouts. 
 Appropriate clothing and footwear for field trip (rain or shine) 
Computer Requirements: A computer or laptop with digital programs and printing capabilities. 
    External hard drive – Students are required to back up their work every week.
Grading:   The following schedule of grades applies to all:
A+ 100-96.67  A 96.66-93.34  A- 93.33-90 
B+ 89.99-86.67  B 86.66-83.34 B- 83.33-80 
C+ 79.99-76.67  C 76.66-73.34  C- 73.33-70 
D + 69.99-66.67  D 66.66-63.34  D - 63.33-60 
F 59.99 or below
Definitions:   A+, A, A-  
An outstanding performance in which the student demonstrates superior grasp 
of the subject matter, and an ability to go beyond the given material in a critical 
and constructive manner.  The student demonstrates a high degree of creative 
and/or logical thinking; a superior ability to organize, to analyze, and to integrate 
ideas; and a thorough familiarity with the relevant literature and techniques.
B+, B, B-
A good to very good performance in which the student demonstrates a thorough 
grasp of the subject matter, and an ability to organize and examine the material 
in a critical and constructive manner.  The student demonstrates a good 
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understanding of the relevant issues and a solid familiarity with the relevant 
literature and techniques.
C+, C, C-  
A fair performance in which the student demonstrates a general grasp of the 
subject matter and a moderate ability to examine the material in a critical and 
constructive manner.  The student displays an adequate understanding of the 
relevant issues, and a general familiarity with the relevant literature and 
techniques.
D+, D, D-
A poor performance in which the student demonstrates a minimal familiarity with 
the subject matter, but whose attempts to examine the material in a critical and 
constructive manner are inadequate.  The student displays minimal 
understanding of the relevant literature and techniques.
F
An inadequate performance.  Failure 
Special Accommodation: Students with disabilities are encouraged to contact the instructor for a 
confidential discussion of their individual needs for academic accommodation. It 
is the policy of the University of Nebraska-Lincoln to provide flexible and 
individualized accommodation to students with documented disabilities that may 
affect their ability to fully participate in course activities or to meet course 
requirements. To receive accommodation services, students must be registered 
with the Services for Students with Disabilities (SSD) Office, 132 Canfield 
Administration, 472-3787 voice or TTY. 
Attendance and Due Date Policy: Your punctual arrival to class is required. Furthermore, attendance (both physical 
and mental) for the full class period is required. It is your responsibility to be on 
time and attentive each day. Partial attendance for only a portion of class and 
not for the full duration will result in an absence. If you arrive after attendance is 
taken, it will count as a late. Two (2) late attendances will equal one (1) absence. 
If you are absent [unexcused] for three (3) or more class periods, you will 
automatically receive a failing grade for this course, regardless of your course 
performance. Accidents happen, so please plan accordingly. (Should you have 
exceptional circumstances, you are personally responsible for explaining the 
reasons for your absence to your instructor and the Department Chair). 
Projects are due on the date, time, and location specified by your instructor. Late 
work will not be accepted at all without instructor’s prior approval and written 
agreement, to be signed by both student and instructor, as to revised due dates. 
Absences from any scheduled review will also result in no credit given for that 
particular project. 
Retention of Work: The College of Architecture has the right to retain any student work, either in part 
or in its entirety, for display, accreditation, documentation, recruitment, or any 
other educational or legal purpose.
Academic Integrity: Any issues which arise relative to academic honesty or integrity will be handled 
in accordance with UNL Student Code of Conduct 
(http://stuafs.unl.edu/ja/code/). You are to do your own work on projects, exams, 
reports, etc. except where a group has been assigned. Any work copied from 
current or previous student projects or professional work examples will receive 
a “zero” (0) evaluation for that submittal. 
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Studio Etiquette:  This course will abide by the College of Architecture studio culture document.  
This document can be downloaded from the syllabus section of Blackboard. We 
will maintain a professional atmosphere in the course at all times this semester. 
This not only refers to the attitude and seriousness of each of us in the course, 
but also to the physical environment. Students are highly encouraged to work in 
the studio in addition course hours, rather than at home. Students are permitted 
to work in studio at all hours but sleeping overnight in studio is not allowed.
Employment Policy: The study of architecture and landscape architecture is a demanding discipline 
requiring a significant commitment to succeed. For this reason, the department 
has adopted a policy recommending that students, who are employed, not 
exceed the following registration guidelines.
Credit Hours Recommended/ Work Load / Week: 
Up to 18 credit hours  0 hours 
13-16 credit hours   8-16 hours 
10-12 credit hours   17-20 hours 
Up to 6 credit hours  Full time 
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Course Schedule: 
LARC 497/597: Waste Ecologies - Tentative Weekly Schedule
Phases Week Day Date Description Deliverables Required Readings (see syllabus for more details) 
Th
eo
rie
s
+
Co
ns
tru
ct
s
of
W
as
te
Ma
te
ria
ls
+
La
nd
sc
ap
es
 
 
1
 
 
Th
 
 
11-Jan
In-class reflection exercise + discussion 
Introduction, Syllabus, Assignments 
Reading Selection 
Project Topic Presentation + Selection 
 
 
In-class reflection exercise 
 
 
X
 
 
2
 
 
Th
 
 
18-Jan
Waste Culturally Constructed 
Class discussion 
Visualization lecture 
Group Meetings on research topic 
Group meeting- Week 3 discussion leaders 
 
2 quotes for each reading submitted to Canvas (6 
quotes total) 
Preliminary Research on Topic 
 
Di Palma, "In the Mood for Landscape," 15-29 
Engler, "Contemplating Waste: Theories and Constructs," 1-41 
Lynch, "Morbid and Dirty Thoughts," 11-41 
 
 
 
3
 
 
 
Th
 
 
 
25-Jan
 
Sanitation: Emergence of [mis]managing 
Materials and Waste 
Class discussion 
Group Meetings on research topic 
Group meeting- Week 4 discussion leaders 
 
 
2 quotes for each reading submitted to Canvas (4 
quotes total) 
Progress on Research Topic 
 
 
Engler, "Repulsive Matter," 60-79 
Lynch, "The Waste of Things," 42-80 
 
 
4
 
 
Th
 
 
1-Feb
 
Brownfields, Drosscapes, and other 
Wastelands 
Class discussion 
Group Meetings on research topic 
 
2 quotes for each reading submitted to Canvas (6 
quotes total) 
Progress on Research Topic 
 
Belanger, "Airspace: The Ecologies and Economies of Landfilling 
in Michigan and Ontario," 132-155 
Berger, "The Production of Waste Landscape," 46-75 
Lister, "Trashed Space," 62-75 
5 Th 8-Feb Class Cancelled for Field Trip; Date TBD 
 
6
 
Th
 
15-Feb Research Project Part 1 Presentations Group Meeting- Week 7 Discussion leaders 
 
Research Project Part 1 
 
X
De
sig
n
+
Re
fra
m
in
g
W
as
te
as
a
Re
so
ur
ce
-C
as
e
St
ud
ie
s   
 
7
 
 
 
Th
 
 
 
22-Feb
 
Design, Waste, and Landscape Performance - 
Benefits of Waste 
Class discussion 
Group Meetings on case study 
Group meeting- Week 8 discussion leaders 
 
 
2 quotes for each reading submitted to Canvas (8 
quotes total) 
Progress on Case Study 
 
Belanger, "Landscape as Infrastructure," 80-95 Canfield 
and Yang, "Reflections on Developing Landscape 
Performance Case Studies" 
Ghosn and Jazairy, "Geographies of Trash," 68-81 
Meyer, "Uncertain Parks," 34-57 
 
 
 
8
 
 
 
Th
 
 
 
1-Mar
 
Reframing Waste: Concepts 
Class discussion 
Guest Lecture: Adam Liska, UNL 
Guest Lecture: Tim Barker, UNL In. Campus 
Group Meetings on case study (if time) 
 
 
2 quotes for each reading submitted to Canvas (6 
quotes total) 
Progress on Case Study 
 
 
Belanger, "Landscapes of Disassembly," 83-91 Belanger, 
"Metabolic Landscape," 334-357 McDonough and 
Braungart, "Waste=Food," 92-117 
 
 
9
 
 
Th
 
 
8-Mar
 
Guest Lecture: Julie Diegel, Nebraska 
Recycling Council 
Group Meetings on case study 
 
 
Progress on Case Study 
 
 
X
 
10
 
Th
 
15-Mar Research Project Part 2 Presentations Group Arrangements for Part 3 
 
Research Project Part 2 
 
X
Sy
m
bi
ot
ic
 W
as
te
Sy
st
em
s 11 Th 22-Mar Spring Break - No Class 
12 Th 29-Mar Group Meetings on Part 3 Progress on Part 3 X 
13 Th 5-Apr Group Meetings on Part 3 Progress on Part 3 X 
14 Th 12-Apr Draft Presentations Final Draft of Full project X 
15 Th 19-Apr Final Presentations of Research Project Digital PDF + 11x17 prints X
16 Th 26-Apr Optional Group Meetings on Final Revisions Sketches, questions, etc. X 
Note:  Date of Field Trip TBD; an optional GIS tutorial will also be provided TBD- will discuss in class  
 Your Final Project must be submitted to Canvas no later than: Thursday, May 3 by 8AM [no 
exceptions] Final Project includes: Final Research Project (all 3 parts), Final Reflection Paper, 
and Description of contributions to group work. 
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Readings and Bibliography: Required readings are to be completed before the specified class date 
(see schedule for more details of dates). A discussion of the readings will 
take place during the first half of class, led by the students who signed up 
to lead discussion that week. Additional supplemental readings will also 
be provided by the students leading discussion, one additional reading 
per student. Readings will be added to Canvas 1 week before their 
seminar.
For the required readings, students are to submit at least 2 quotes in 
Canvas by 4pm the day of class. These help fuel discussion and allow 
students to keep a collective body of important ideas that develop 
throughout the semester. Readings are intended to compliment the 
Phases of the course and provide a theoretical and technical basis of 
knowledge. Skipped weeks indicate no required readings for those 
weeks. Reference readings and bibliography are provided as additional 
resources to course material and may be used as a source when 
selecting a supplemental reading. 
Students are expected to obtain copies of required texts (provided on 
Canvas), and read the portions noted in the schedule. Additional 
reference texts are available in my office or in Architecture Hall library. 
Course Readings: 
Week    References 
2    Waste Culturally Constructed 
Di Palma, Vittoria, “In the Mood for Landscape,” in Thinking the 
Contemporary Landscape eds. Christophe Girot and Dora Imhof (New 
York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2017): 15-29. 
Engler, Mira, “Contemplating Waste: Theories and Constructs,” in 
Designing America’s Waste Landscapes (Baltimore, MD: John Hopkins 
University Press, 2004): 1-41. 
Lynch, Kevin, “Chapter 1: Morbid and Dirty Thoughts,” in Wasting Away,
(San Francisco: Sierra Club, 1990): 11-41.  
    
3    Sanitation: Emergence of [Mis]managing Materials + Waste
Engler, Mira, “Repulsive Matter: Landscapes of Waste in the American 
Middle-Class Residential Domain,” Landscape Journal, 16(1), 1997: 
(Baltimore, MD: John Hopkins University Press, 2004): 60-79. 
Lynch, Kevin, “Chapter 2: The Waste of Things,” in Wasting Away, (San 
Francisco: Sierra Club, 1990): 42-80. 
4    Brownfields, Drosscapes, and other Wastelands
Belanger, Pierre, “Airspace: The Ecologies and Economies of Landfilling 
in Michigan and Ontario” in Trash, ed. By J. Knechtel, (Cambridge: The 
MIT Press, 2006): 132-155. 
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Berger, Alan, “The Production of Waste Landscape” in Drosscape: 
Wasting Land in Urban America (New York: Princeton Architectural 
Press, 2006): 46-75. 
Lister, Nina-Marie, “Trashed Space,” in Trash, ed. J. Knechtel, 
(Cambridge: MIT Press, 2006): 62-75. 
7    Design, Waste, and Landscape Performance – Benefits of Waste
Belanger, Pierre, “Landscape as Infrastructure,” Landscape Journal
28(1): 80-95. 
Canfield, Jessica, and Bo Yang, “Reflection on Developing Landscape 
Performance Case Studies,” Landscape Research Record, 2014.
Ghosn, Rania and Jazairy, El Hadi, “Geographies of Trash,” Journal of 
Architectural Education, 68(1): 68-81. 
Meyer, Elizabeth, “Uncertain Parks: Disturbed Sites, Citizens, & Risk 
Society” in Julia Czerniak and George Hargreaves, eds. Large Parks
(New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2007): 34-57. 
8 Reframing Waste: Cradle-to-Cradle, Industrial Ecology, Circular 
Economies, Urban Metabolism, Life-cycle Analysis, and other 
concepts
Belanger, Pierre, “Landscapes of Disassembly: Waste Economies and 
Emerging Industrial Ecologies”, Topos, (2007) 60: 83–91. 
Belanger, Pierre, “Metabolic Landscape,” in Landscape as Infrastructure: 
A Base Primer, (New York: Routledge, 2017): 334-357. 
McDonough, William and Braungart, Michael, “Chapter 4: Waste = Food”, 
in Cradle-to-Cradle: Remaking the way we make things (New York: North 
Point Press, 2002): 92-117. 
Course References + Bibliography   
Ascher, Kate, The Works: Anatomy of a City (New York: The Penguin Press, 2005). 
Belanger, Pierre, Landscape as Infrastructure: A Base Primer, (New York: Routledge, 2017). 
Berger, Alan, Drosscape: Wasting Land in Urban America (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2006).  
Berger, Alan, Reclaiming the American West (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2002). 
Carson, Rachel, Silent Spring, (New York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1962). 
Chrysoulakis, Nektarios, Eduardo Anselmo de Castro, and Eddy J. Moors (eds.), Understanding Urban 
Metabolism: A Tool for Urban Planning, (New York: Routledge, 2015). 
Corner, James, “The Agency of Mapping: Speculation, Critique, and Invention” in Mappings ed. Denis 
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Cosgrove (London: Reaction Books, 1999): 231-252. 
Corner, James, ed., Recovering Landscape (New York: Princeton Architectural Press. 1999). 
Czerniak, Julia, and Hargreaves, George, eds. Large Parks (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2007). 
Desimini, Jill and Waldheim, C., Cartographic Grounds (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2016). 
Di Palma, Vittoria, Wasteland: A History, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2014).  
Engler, Mira, Designing America’s Waste Landscapes (Baltimore, MD: John Hopkins University Press, 2004). 
Engler, Mira, “Waste Landscapes: Permissible Metaphors in Landscape Architecture,” Landscape Journal
12(1): 11-25. 
Ferrao, Paulo and John E. Fernandez, Sustainable Urban Metabolism (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2013). 
Gallaud, Delphine and Blandine Laperche, Circular Economy, Industrial Ecology, and Short Supply Chain,
(Hoboken: John Wiley & Sons, 2016). 
Girot, Christophe and Dora Imhof (eds.), Thinking the Contemporary Landscape, (New York: Princeton 
Architectural Press, 2017). 
Ghosn, Rania and El Hadi Jazairy, Geographies of Trash, (New York: Actar, 2015). 
Hawkin, Paul, The Ecology of Commerce: A Declaration of Sustainability, (New York: HarperCollins, 1993). 
Hawkins, Gay, Culture and Waste: The Creation and Destruction of Value, (Oxford: Rowman & Littlefield 
Publishing Group, 2006). 
Hawkins, Gay and Muecke, S., The Ethics of Waste: How We Relate to Rubbish, (Oxford: Rowman & Littlefield 
Publishing Group, 2003). 
Ibanez, Daniel and Nikos Katsikis, New Geographies, 6: Grounding Metabolism, (Cambridge: Harvard GSD, 
2014). 
Jackson, J.B., The Necessity for Ruins and other Topics, (Amherst: University of Massachusetts, 1980). 
Kirkwood, Niall, Manufactured Sites: Rethinking the Post-Industrial Landscape (London: Routledge, 2004). 
Kirkwood, N., Hollander, J., and Gold, J., Principles of Brownfield Regeneration (Washington D.C.: Island 
Press, 2010). 
Kirkwood, N., and Kennen, Kate, Phyto: Principles and Resources for Site Remediation and Landscape 
Design (New York: Routledge, 2015). 
Knechtel, J. (ed.), Trash, (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2006). 
Lacy, Peter and Jakob Rutqvist, Waste to Wealth: The Circular Economy Advantage, (New York: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2015). 
Laporte, Dominique, The History of Shit, (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1978). 
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Lynch, Kevin, Wasting Away, (San Francisco: Sierra Club, 1990). 
McDonough, William and Braungart, Michael, Cradle-to-Cradle: Remaking the way we make things (New 
York: North Point Press, 2002). 
Mostafavi, Mohsen and Gareth Doherty (eds.), Ecological Urbanism, (New York: Lars Muller, 2010). 
Mumford, Lewis, The Brown Decades: A Study of the Arts of America 1965-1895, (New York: Dover, 1931). 
Rahm, Dianne (ed.), Toxic Waste and Environmental Policy in the 21st Century United States, (London: 
McFarland & Company, 2002). 
Strasser, Susan, Waste and Want: A Social History of Trash, (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1999). 
Swyngedouw, Erik, Heynen, Nik, and Kaika, Maria (Eds), The Nature of Cities: Urban Political Ecology and 
the Politics of Urban Metabolism (New York: Routledge, 2003). 
Tufte, Edward, The Visual Display of Quantitative Information (Berkshire Press, 2001) and Visual
Explanations: Images and Quantities, Evidence and Narrative (Berkshire: Graphic Press, 1997). 
Waldheim, Charles (ed.), The Landscape Urbanism Reader, (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2006). 
Webster, Ken, The Circular Economy: A Wealth of Flows, (Isle of Wight: Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2015).
Online Resources
Landscape Architecture Foundation: Landscape Performance Series 
https://landscapeperformance.org/
Landscape Architecture Foundation: Benefits Toolkit 
https://landscapeperformance.org/benefits-toolkit
Landscape Architecture Foundation: Case Study Briefs 
https://landscapeperformance.org/case-study-briefs 
Selected Journals
BioScience    Conservation Biology 
Ecological Applications   Ecology 
Ecology & Society   Environmental Management 
Environment and Behavior   Environment and Ecology 
Environments    Ethics, Place, and Environment 
Human Ecology    Journal of Applied Ecology 
Journal of Architectural Education  Journal of Environmental Management 
Journal of Env. Planning & Management Journal of Industrial Ecology 
Journal of the American Planning Assoc. Journal of Landscape Architecture 
Journal of Architecture & Planning  Journal of Urban Design 
Journal of Urbanism   Landscape and Urban Planning 
Landscape Architecture   Landscape Architecture Magazine 
Landscape Design   Landscape Journal 
Landscape Research   Landscape Ecology 
Places     Scenario Journal 
Urban Design International  Urban Ecology 
Urban Ecosystems 
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Faculty of Landscape Architecture, College of Architecture, University of Nebraska-Lincoln 
Kalundborg Industrial Ecology, Material and Energy Flows, Pierre Belanger, OPSYS; from "Landscapes of Disassembly: Waste Economies and 
Emerging Industrial Ecologies" in Topos 60 (2007): 83-91. 
"This diagram explains the flows and feedback loops of fluids (waters, coolants, effluents), solids (gypsum, ash, sulphur), and gases (steam, flue 
gas, condensate) between urban and industrial sites in Kalundborg, Denmark." - Belanger 
The diagram not only visualizes the material connections between various Industries within a region, but it also described the industrial ecology and 
waste cycling between these sites, showing the geography of wastes from on process becoming food for another. 
LARC 497/597: Waste Ecologies  
Class: Th, 6:00-8:50pm, Architecture Hall 115, 3 Credits 
Instructor: Catherine De Almeida, Assistant Professor 
Contact: cdealmeida2@unl.edu; 2-4900; Office: Room 236  
Semester: Spring 2018 
Term Project: Mapping + Synthesizing the Ecologies, Economies, and Geopolitical 
Landscape of Waste Materials 
Project Description:  The proliferation of geospatial data and aerial photography, coupled with 
the increase of ecological awareness and remote sensing, has led to an 
explosion of mapping. Such developments have provided a wide range 
of tools for landscape architecture and allied design, planning, and policy 
disciplines around the globe. The continuous expansion of the internet 
has increased public access to massive amounts of data and repositories 
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containing geographic information. This, in turn, is shifting cartography to 
an open design process through the production of maps and diagrams 
for analyzing networks, including the construction of projections, design, 
compilation, drafting, and reproduction. These tools and developments 
have provided the means to visualize and further understand complex 
urban information, and have become a form of spatial, social, and 
ecological research to empower and pursue social action. Revealing 
geographic networks, cataloging ecological processes, visualizing 
invisible and buried systems, and tracing temporal flows are only a few 
outcomes from this emerging, contemporary practice. One major 
objective of this Term Project is to explore geographic tools in the design 
field for reaching deeper and more engaging approaches of using 
geospatial information as an index and instrument in design-research. 
This Term Project requires the research, mapping, and documentation of 
a waste material within the Great Plains Region. Projects should highlight 
the regional and spatial infrastructures that support the production of the 
waste material, placing emphasis on existing anthropogenic and 
biophysical systems. Research will be done in a case study format to 
visually describe regional networks through mapping, cataloging, and 
diagramming their influences, histories, economies, and time-based 
processes at multiple scales. These scales should encompass the 
system’s time and geographic scale, the way it operates at a spatial, site 
based scale, and the materials involved and/or being manipulated by the 
system, revealing the invisible geographic networks supporting the 
production of waste materials and landscapes. Emphasis is placed on 
ecological, operative, performative, and logistical conditions of the 
networked waste systems. 
The main objective of this Term Project is to graphically describe the 
waste material’s regional system, and the dynamic processes at work 
within each network at the macro scale. Another objective of this Term 
Project is to define and represent the organizational patterns of macro-
scaled systems, and how they operate at the micro scale. The purpose 
of this Term Project is to explore how a waste material effects and is 
supported by multiple anthropogenic and biophysical systems at regional, 
national, and even global scales.  
Additionally, students will complete a short case study project that 
documents how their waste material is effectively reused. Students will 
use landscape performance criteria of environmental, economic, and 
social performance to evaluate their case study. By revealing gaps and 
potentials within waste networks, coupled with the knowledge gained 
from a case study, one can speculate on strategic moments of 
recalibration to transform a waste system for greater performance.  
Students will grasp methods in which research is synthesized and 
translated as a form of representation, highlighting the importance of how 
the process of interpreting dense and complex layers of research 
becomes graphically synthesized and is used as the basis for a 
speculative design project. 
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What might happen if you combined…? 
What solutions would you suggest for…? 
EVALUATION QUESTIONS 
Making value-based decisions about issues 
Resolving controversies or differences of opinion 
Development of opinions, judgements, or decisions 
What do you think about…? 
Place the following in order of priority… 
How would you make decisions about…? 
What criteria would you use to assess…? 
Project Schedule:  Date to be selected: 4-5 students per session; January 25 – March 1
Final Requirements:  1 Newly Selected Reading to compliment or contrast with 1 required 
reading, posted 1 week before assigned discussion day 
 1-2 page written review summarizing critique and thoughts of both 
readings 
 2 critical questions for discussion 
Project Evaluation:  The critical reading assignment will be worth 10% of your final grade. 
Grading will place emphasis on clarity, research synthesis and precision, 
quality of verbal description, and presentation.
Reading List Topics: 1. Sanitation: Emergence of [mis]managing Materials + Waste [1/25]
2. Brownfields, Drosscapes, and other Wastelands [2/1]
3. Design, Waste, and Landscape Performance – Benefits of Waste 
[2/22] 
4. Reframing Waste: Concepts [3/1]
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Each board should have a title (36 pt. font) and a 150-200 word 
description (16 pt. font) of the waste material as characterized above. 
Students are encouraged to expand their research beyond basic GIS 
datasets through internet based references, articles, literature, journals, 
etc. I will present examples in class of visualization techniques for 
representing geospatial data and will provide an optional GIS tutorial on 
a day and time as agreed upon in class. I will also provide a board 
template for the project during Week 2. 
The initial presentation for Part 1 is on February 15th at 6:00pm in Room 
115. Students will use the screen to present their work. Please have 
digital PDF files submitted to Canvas by 4pm. 
Part 2: Innovative Case Studies reusing Waste 
Part 2 of the Term Project entails the documentation and analysis of an 
innovative Case Study that reutilizes the studied waste material and 
landscapes uncovered in Part 1.  
Each student group will find and select an existing landscape architecture 
project or industrial program/process to analyze and represent. Diagrams 
and composite images consisting of plans, sections, diagrams, digital 
models, aerials and/or images are to be used to analyze and highlight the 
performative and aesthetic aspects of waste reuse, including remediation 
strategies, material flows (particularly those related to the waste 
material), and operational landscape processes at macro and micro 
scales. Students are to use metrics, the size of objects, the space they 
require, and their movements, to more accurately describe the case 
studies and the way they perform.  
Case study analysis will also apply landscape performance as a 
framework for understanding the economic, environmental, and social 
benefits provided by the case study. Emphasis should be placed on the 
material, the operative processes that are being used to reuse and 
repurpose the material, alternative uses for that material, and its larger 
benefits. 
The final submission is two 24”x36” boards in PDF format, and 
presentations should highlight relationships, lessons, and techniques 
students believe to be successful. Students should also be critical of 
aspects that can be improved upon.  
Board 1 should be at the macro scale (time and space), and describe 
strategic relationships between ecology and operations within and 
around the site. A planimetric diagram should clearly describe 
relationships between biophysical (hydrology, biota, etc.) and 
anthropogenic (transportation, materials cycling, etc.) systems. An 
accompanying timeline may also be used to situate the project or site in 
a larger historical context.  
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Board 2 should graphically represent the strategy’s aesthetic and 
dynamic process and the operative sequences over time (for remediation 
strategies or industrial processes). It should illustrate how factors at the 
larger scale operate at the site scale, exploring spatial and material 
relationships between users and the site’s programming. This should be 
done using sections, axonometric, and/or perspectives.  
Students are expected to produce their own drawings illustrating project 
information, rather than relying on drawings and diagrams they find. 
Each board should have a title (36 pt. font) and a 150-200 word 
description (16 pt. font) of the case study as characterized above. The 
presentation for Part 2 is March 15th at 6:00pm in Room 115. Students 
will use the screen to present their work. Please have digital PDF files 
submitted to Canvas by 4pm. 
Part 3: Hybridizing Systems to Create Waste Symbiosis
After mapping and analyzing their individual waste materials and 
systems, and documenting an innovative case study, students will team 
up with 1-2 other groups (determined by me) to develop and design 
landscape planning strategies and strategic interventions for waste 
materials and systems. Groups will create a scenario for the year 2050, 
and speculate how their hybrid, symbiotic systems will adapt and perform 
within that context. The objective of this part is to synthesize multiple 
single stream waste systems into one new multi-stream system that 
supports the Great Plains Region, forming new relationships between 
different systems. This will be accomplished by closing waste material 
loops, reclaiming waste landscapes, and finding ways in which wastes 
from one system can become food for another, creating symbioses that 
merge systems together to make them more efficient and self-sustaining.  
The final submission for Part 3 is two 24”x36” boards in PDF format, 
highlighting how the new relationships are created geospatially at a 
macro scale (Board 1) and operationally at the micro scale (Board 2). 
Mappings, diagrams, and photographs from Parts 1 and 2 should be 
hybridized between within the group.   
Each board should have a title (36 pt. font) and a 150-200 word 
description (16 pt. font) of the newly recalibrated, hybrid, symbiotic, 
regional, infrastructural landscape as characterized above 
The presentation for Part 3 will occur with a final presentation of the entire 
project on April 19th at 6:00pm in Room 115. Students will use the 
screen to present their drawings and pin up 11”x17” colored prints of their 
work. Please have digital PDF files submitted to Canvas by 4pm. 
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Project Schedule:  Part 1 
1/11 Term Project Description, Format, Schedule  
Topic Presentation + Selection 
1/18 Reading discussion with quotes  
Data and Research Acquisition, Preliminary Ideas about Board 
Contents 
1/25 Reading discussion with quotes 
Research development and Graphic Organization  
    2/1 Reading discussion with quotes 
Final Graphic Development and Draft Text – Preliminary Layout 
(digital format) (11x17 Landscape Format of both Boards for 
discussion) 
2/8 Class Cancelled for Field Trip; date TBD 
 Optional group discussions about projects
2/15 Part 1: Presentations – PDF projection;  
Part 2 Discussion 
    Part 2
2/22 Reading discussion with quotes  
Data and Research Acquisition, Preliminary Ideas about Board 
Contents 
3/1 Reading discussion with quotes 
Guest Lectures 
Research development and Graphic Organization (if time) 
3/8 Guest Lecture 
Final Graphic Development and Draft Text – Preliminary Layout 
(digital format) (11x17 Landscape Format of both Boards for 
discussion) 
3/15 Part 2: Presentations – PDF projection;  
Part 3 Discussion + Group Assignments
Part 3 
3/22 Spring Break 
3/29 Preliminary Concepts and Graphic Development for merging 
systems
4/5 Final Graphic Development and Draft Text – Preliminary Layout 
(digital format) (11x17 Landscape Format of both Boards for 
discussion) 
4/12 Draft presentations of full project 
4/19 Final Presentations of Term Project – PDF projection format 
in Room 115, with 11x17 prints pinned up in presentation 
order by 6:00pm. 
4/26 Optional Group Meetings for Final Revisions before Final 
Submission 
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Final Requirements:  Part 1 
Boards: Three 24”x36” panels, Landscape format, PDF files 
submitted to Canvas by 4pm on 2/15. 
Scale: Board 1 – Aerial Geospatial Composite Image (tbd) 
 Board 2 – Historical Study 
 Board 3 – Time Sequence Series / Cross Sectional 
Analysis (tbd) 
Description: Project title (36 pt. font), 150-200 word description (16 
pt. font) 
Presentation:  Each project has ~20 minutes total; ~10 minutes for 
presentation, and ~10 minutes for discussion. 
Part 2 
Boards:  Two 24”x36” panels, Landscape format, PDF files for  
digital projection in Room 115 submitted to Canvas by 
4pm on 3/15. 
Scale: Board 1 – Aerial Geospatial Composite Image (tbd) 
 Board 2 – Time Sequence Series / Cross Sectional 
Analysis (tbd) 
Description: Project title (36 pt. font), 150-200 word description (16 
pt. font) 
Presentation:  Each project has ~20 minutes total; ~10 minutes for 
presentation, and ~10 minutes for discussion. 
Part 3 
Boards:  Two 24”x36” panels, Landscape format, PDF files for  
submitted to Canvas by 4pm on 4/19; 11x17 prints of 
FULL project pinned up in Room 115 by 6pm. 
Scale: Board 1 – Aerial Geospatial Composite Image (tbd) 
 Board 2 – Time Sequence Series / Cross Sectional 
Analysis (tbd) 
Description: Project title (36 pt. font), 150-200 word description (16 
pt. font) 
Presentation:  Each project has ~30 minutes total; ~10 minutes for 
presentation, and ~20 minutes for discussion. 
Project Evaluation:  The Term Project is worth 75% of your overall grade for the course (Part 
1=20%, Part 2=10%, Part 3=15%, and Final Submission=30%). Grading 
will place emphasis on graphic development and clarity, research 
synthesis and precision, quality of visual description, and presentation.
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Waste Material Systems List: 1. Agricultural Waste
Crop-based Production Waste (corn, alfalfa, etc.) 
Animal-based Waste (chickens, cows, pigs, etc.) 
Food / Post-consumer Waste (fruit or vegetable) 
2. Wastewater
Includes sludge, stormwater, and other materials that result from 
wastewater processing 
3. Building + Construction Industry Waste
Material Production (brick, concrete, metals, bio-based materials such as 
wood, nurseries for plantings, etc., sand, etc.) 
Post-building or demolition (construction waste, demolition waste, etc.) 
4. Waste in Energy Production
Nuclear Waste (mining uranium, post-energy nuclear waste, etc.) 
Coal (mining coal, post-production residues, etc.) 
Petroleum (extraction oil, processing and refining, spills, etc.) 
Geothermal (extraction, processing, post-production residues, etc.) 
Natural Gas (extraction through fracking, processing and storage, post-
production residues, etc.) 
5. Manufacturing+ Industrial Waste/Manufactured Consumer Goods
Precious metals or stones (mining, manufacturing, post-consumer, etc.) 
Plastics (extraction, production, use, end-of-life, etc.) 
Paper (extraction, production, end-of-life, etc.) 
Electronic Waste (extraction, production, use, end-of-life, etc.) 
Fabrics (cotton, nylon, polyester, etc.) 
6. Soils + Sediments (treated as undesirable)
Contaminated Soils (extraction, processing, disposal, etc.) 
Dredged sediments (extraction, processing, disposal, etc.) 
7. Bio- or Biomass-based Wastes 
Human sourced (hair, bodies, blood, teeth, etc.) 
Contaminated Objects (biomedical waste) 
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Faculty of Landscape Architecture, College of Architecture, University of Nebraska-Lincoln 
LARC 497/597: Waste Ecologies  
Class: Th, 6:00-8:50pm, Architecture Hall 115, 3 Credits 
Instructor: Catherine De Almeida, Assistant Professor 
Contact: cdealmeida2@unl.edu; 2-4900; Office: Room 236  
Semester: Spring 2018 
Critical Reading Presentations 
Project Description:  This research seminar offers a forum for debate and critical reflection on 
the emerging body of knowledge and inquiry relating to cultural attitudes 
towards waste, waste management practices, and designing with waste. 
Through a dynamically curated, collectively generated, shared reading 
list, course members will be introduced to a range and breadth of material 
drawn from current academic scholarship to professional practice to 
popular culture. Readings will demonstrate a diversity of perspectives, 
including paradigm shifts, culturally-specific approaches, competing 
ideologies, critiques, and evidences to support design. 
 While students are expected to come to class prepared for debated and 
informed discussion with submitted quotes from reading the assigned 
material in advance, this assignment allows each class member to study 
and critique a selected reading in depth for presentation and 
discussion with the class. The collective learning experience will 
largely depend on the initiative and diligence of each class member in 
contributing to and being actively engaged in the course material. The 
readings aim to enrich each student’s knowledge base and provide 
inspiration or provocation for other related areas of investigation—in 
particular, for the Term Project and other outside projects students may 
be involved with such as Thesis. 
Project Format and Structure: Each student will commit to a topic, reading, and presentation date by 
signing up for a selected date and reading choice in class. An even 
distribution of discussion leaders is highly desirable. 
 Each member will thoughtfully, critically, read carefully, and 
present effectively a critique of the main issues, themes, or arguments 
made in TWO (2) readings:  the first must be chosen from the weekly 
readings to which everyone has access, while the second reading is 
YOUR OWN CHOICE—one that you feel serves as a complement or 
foil to the required reading and to the curriculum. (A maximum of 2 
students per required reading is allowed).  
As a guideline, peer-reviewed scholarly articles and essays in scholarly 
texts are preferred reading choices. Selected readings can also be a 
reference listed in an assigned reading, and may also be selected from 
the course bibliography. However, students are encouraged to find their 
own sources and may not use any already assigned readings.
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Drawing from both selected readings, each member will present a 
critique and lead a discussion in class on their selected presentation 
date, relating the material to their selected topic and situating it within the 
curriculum. 
Prepare a 1-2 page written review that summarizes your critique of 
both readings and circulate copies to all members at the beginning of 
the class in which you are presenting. Be sure to include the full
reference for each paper selected.
Students will email and post to Canvas the author name and title of both 
readings that their presentation addresses, as well as an electronic copy 
(PDF) of chosen article ONE WEEK in advance of the seminar. Be sure 
to list the week#, author, date (ex. Week 2: Di Palma, 2017) in the 
SUBJECT HEADER of your post to make it easier for other students to 
access your posted article. 
Provide a 5-10-minute oral presentation of your critique in class and 
conclude by posing two carefully selected and constructed 
questions to the class to be explored or debated through discussion. 
Questions should related to the topic for the same day, and should 
present an opportunity to facilitate scholarly exploration through 
respectful dialogue, debate, and reflection. Each presentation will be 
followed by 10-15 minutes of discussion, with a session summary and 
reflection provided by the instructor. 
Good discussion questions are higher-order questions; they are never 
rhetorical, are not merely factual, nor can they be answered simply on 
some point of fact. Based on Bloom’s Taxonomy of Inquiry (Bloom, et. al 
1956), discussion questions go well beyond mere memory-testing or 
comprehension, and should focus on synthesis, analysis, or 
evaluation. For example: 
ANALYSIS QUESTIONS
Subdividing something to show how it is put together 
Finding the underlying structure of a communication 
Identifying motives 
Separation of a whole into component parts 
What are the parts or features of…? 
Classify…according to… 
Outline/diagram… 
How does…compare/contrast with…? 
What evidence can you list for…? 
SYNTHESIS QUESTIONS 
Creating a unique, original product that may be in verbal form or may be 
a physical object 
Combination of ideas to form a new whole 
What would you predict/infer from…? 
What ideas can you add to…? 
How would you create/design a new…? 
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What might happen if you combined…? 
What solutions would you suggest for…? 
EVALUATION QUESTIONS 
Making value-based decisions about issues 
Resolving controversies or differences of opinion 
Development of opinions, judgements, or decisions 
What do you think about…? 
Place the following in order of priority… 
How would you make decisions about…? 
What criteria would you use to assess…? 
Project Schedule:  Date to be selected: 4-5 students per session; January 25 – March 1
Final Requirements:  1 Newly Selected Reading to compliment or contrast with 1 required 
reading, posted 1 week before assigned discussion day 
 1-2 page written review summarizing critique and thoughts of both 
readings 
 2 critical questions for discussion 
Project Evaluation:  The critical reading assignment will be worth 10% of your final grade. 
Grading will place emphasis on clarity, research synthesis and precision, 
quality of verbal description, and presentation.
Reading List Topics: 1. Sanitation: Emergence of [mis]managing Materials + Waste [1/25]
2. Brownfields, Drosscapes, and other Wastelands [2/1]
3. Design, Waste, and Landscape Performance – Benefits of Waste 
[2/22] 
4. Reframing Waste: Concepts [3/1]
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WEEKLY TOPICS AND READINGS: SIGN-UP SHEET 
Week    References 
3    Sanitation: Emergence of [Mis]managing Materials + Waste
Engler, Mira, “Repulsive Matter: Landscapes of Waste in the American 
Middle-Class Residential Domain,” Landscape Journal, 16(1), 1997: 
(Baltimore, MD: John Hopkins University Press, 2004): 60-79. 
Lynch, Kevin, “Chapter 2: The Waste of Things,” in Wasting Away, (San 
Francisco: Sierra Club, 1990): 42-80. 
4    Brownfields, Drosscapes, and other Wastelands
Belanger, Pierre, “Airspace: The Ecologies and Economies of Landfilling 
in Michigan and Ontario” in Trash, ed. By J. Knechtel, (Cambridge: The 
MIT Press, 2006): 132-155. 
Berger, Alan, “The Production of Waste Landscape” in Drosscape: 
Wasting Land in Urban America (New York: Princeton Architectural 
Press, 2006): 46-75. 
Lister, Nina-Marie, “Trashed Space,” in Trash, ed. J. Knechtel, 
(Cambridge: MIT Press, 2006): 62-75. 
7    Design, Waste, and Landscape Performance – Benefits of Waste
Belanger, Pierre, “Landscape as Infrastructure,” Landscape Journal
28(1): 80-95. 
Canfield, Jessica, and Bo Yang, “Reflection on Developing Landscape 
Performance Case Studies,” Landscape Research Record, 2014.
Ghosn, Rania and Jazairy, El Hadi, “Geographies of Trash,” Journal of 
Architectural Education, 68(1): 68-81. 
Meyer, Elizabeth, “Uncertain Parks: Disturbed Sites, Citizens, & Risk 
Society” in Julia Czerniak and George Hargreaves, eds. Large Parks
(New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2007): 34-57. 
8 Reframing Waste: Cradle-to-Cradle, Industrial Ecology, Circular 
Economies, Urban Metabolism, Life-cycle Analysis, and other 
concepts
Belanger, Pierre, “Landscapes of Disassembly: Waste Economies and 
Emerging Industrial Ecologies”, Topos, (2007) 60: 83–91. 
Belanger, Pierre, “Metabolic Landscape,” in Landscape as Infrastructure: 
A Base Primer, (New York: Routledge, 2017): 334-357. 
McDonough, William and Braungart, Michael, “Chapter 4: Waste = Food”, 
in Cradle-to-Cradle: Remaking the way we make things (New York: North 
Point Press, 2002): 92-117. 
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Group A [Lettuce Waste]_Part 1
73% 90%
Salinas Valley, CA Yuma County, AZ
30%
3,373,000,000 lbs
1,011,900,000 lbs
681,000,000 lbs
Nonedible:   143,000,000 lbs
Left in field:  67,000,000 lbs
 packaging:  505,000,000 lbs
Removed during 
Edible:         540,000,000 lbs
Not harvested:  505,000,000 lbs
21%
Macro scale plan depicting counties of focus, transport routes, landfiils, rivers, and urban areas. Sources: “National Map 
Small Scale.” USGS., U.S. Geological Survey. “Landfills in the Western United States.” ScienceBase-Catalog.
50’
300’
The Environmental Protection Agency estimates that 40% of the food produced in the United States is never eaten. Lettuce largely surpasses that percentage, with an estimated food loss of over 50% just in production in retail. Lettuce production in the United States is mainly produced in two major regions: 
Salinas Valley, California, and Yuma County, Arizona. Salinas Valley ranks first in the head, romaine, and leafy lettuce producer in the United States, producing 73% of lettuce sold between the warmer months of April to November. This region is composed of approximately 244,000 acres of lettuce fields 
characterized by rich soils and the longest growing season in the country, which is the cause for its booming lettuce industry. Yuma County also relies heavily on lettuce production, outputting 90% of U.S. lettuce from December to March. This arid, desert region is able to produce this large-scale produce 
due to water subversion from the Colorado River, which creates the western border of the county. Landfills surrounding the sites of production are often filled with packaged lettuce, while waste on the consumer end is sent to local landfills.  Bentley, Jeanine, Beth Padera, Cara Ammon, and Jennifer Campuzano. 
“Estimated Fresh Produce Shrink and Food Loss in U.S. Supermarkets.” Agriculture 5, no. 4 (2015): 626-48. “National Map Small Scale.” USGS., U.S. Geological Survey. “Landfills in the Western United States.” ScienceBase-Catalog. “Left Out: How much of the fresh produce that we grow never makes it off the farm?” NRDC. December 15, 2016. 
LETTUCE WASTE
U.S. Lettuce Production
Head lettuce
Leaf lettuce
Romaine lettuce
Head lettuce
Leaf lettuce
Romaine lettuce
April - November
U.S. Lettuce Production
350 days of sunshine
Water subverted from 
Colorado River
Warm sumer climate 
Rich soils
Longest growing seasons 
forlettuce in the country
50,000 Acres
Total Lettuce Grown
Wasted in Production
Wasted in Retail
244,000 Acres
November - March
2015
Astronauts grew a variety of red 
romaine lettuce in space for the 
rst time at the international 
space station. e lettuce was 
grown in a green house using red, 
blue, and green LEDs.
‘Space’ Lettuce
2018
E. Coli contaminated romaine lettuce 
resulted in sixty people falling ill and two 
deaths. e illnesses were spread out over 
thirteen states and was the worst E. coli 
outbreak since 2006. Leafy greens are a 
prime carrier of E. coli because the ridges 
of their leaves are dicult to clean and 
can harbor bacteria. Contamination can 
cause massive product recalls and 
subsequent food waste.
E. Coli Outbreak
2009
San Francisco passed a city 
ordinance making food 
composting mandatory for all 
residents. e ordinance is part of 
the city’s aggressive plan to have 
zero waste by the year 2020 and 
has so far diverted 80% of waste.
San Francisco
2013
New York City announced a pilot 
program to increase food 
composting in the city. Diverting 
food waste to composting centers 
has a lot of potential to alleviate 
New York City’s ever growing 
waste managment problems.
New York City
2018 Future Projections
2007
e Arizona Leafy Greens Program is a 
food safety training program that was 
created in 2007 following an E. Coli 
outbreak in California. e program is 
meant to create a seamless system that 
monitors, mitigates, and prevents any 
potential sources of contamination. Safe 
handling and production techniques are 
included for 15 types of leafy greens 
including several varieties of lettuce.
AZ Leafy Greens Program
Src: National Geographic Src: National Geographic
Src: New York Times
Src: FSIS
--------
Global Warming
Src: US National Climate Assessment
--------
It is very possible that plastic 
packaging will be banned in the 
near future. Bagged salad kits 
would be directly impacted by 
such a ban and would have to 
switch to another type of 
packaging or be phased out of 
production.
Plastic Ban
--------
e sale of produce that is safe to eat but 
does not meet aesthetic standards is 
quickly becoming popular, and has 
massive potential for reducing food waste 
and making fresh produce more accessible 
to low income families. It is possible that 
the sale of ‘ugly produce’ will soon become 
a staple in every grocery store. Lettuce is 
currently thrown away due to improper 
packaging or cutting could be sold in this 
manner.
Ugly Produce
By the year 2100, average annual temperatures in 
Arizona and California are projected to increase 
between four and eight degrees depending on CO2 
emissions. Increased temperatures will drastically 
aect growing seasons and timing of key ecological 
events such as spring blooming.  Furthermore, 
water availability in the southwest is projected to 
decline and frequency of wildres is expected to 
increase. All of these changes will directly aect 
lettuce agriculture, predominantly in negative 
ways. It is possible that areas once considered ideal 
for lettuce agriculture will no longer be suitable. 
--------
Src: OXFAM Canada
It is very possible that United States could be 
struggling with serious overpopulation concerns in 
the next 100 years which could also result in food 
scarcity.  However, while food scarcity might seem 
like it would naturally reduce food waste, that is 
not necessarily true. Currently, the world produces 
1.5 times enough food to feed everyone, but there 
are still millions who go hungry. Ineciencies in 
production and unequal distribution of arable 
lands across countries results in food excess in some 
areas and food scarcities in others. While the 
elimination of food waste is unlikely, 
overpopulation will undoubtedly change the nature 
of food waste in the United States.
Overpopulation
Src: Imperfect Produce
Src: BBC
Src: Arizona Leafy Greens
1915
e Yuma Project was developed as an 
irrigation system on the Colorado River to 
service Yuma County, Arizona, and parts 
of Imperial County, California. e 
project was executed by the U.S. Bureau of 
Reclamation and was intended to exploit 
year-round farming conditions and water 
from the Colorado River. Due to the Yuma 
Project and other dam projects, over 70% 
of the Colorado River is diverted for 
irrigation of cropland.
Yuma Project
1920s
Lettuce production in California grew dramatically 
in the 1920s and was centered in Salinas County. 
Before the 1920s, lettuce demand was primarily met 
by local farmers who sold their produce at urban 
markets. Increased demand for lettuce primarily 
came from large cities such as Boston, New York City, 
Philadelphia, and Chicago. e primary reason 
Salinas County became the epicenter for lettuce 
production was because it had a  moderate to cool 
climate most of the year and the area’s soil 
composition was ideal for retaining moisture. Salinas 
County also had a steady water supply from a large 
aquifer fed by the Salinas River. Today, California 
produces 70% of lettuce from April to October. 
Lettuce Agriculture in California
1924
e Caesar Salad was invented 
by Caesar Cardini in his 
restuarant in Tijuana, Mexico. 
Originally, Caesar Salad 
consisted of single romaine leaves 
coated with dressing and was 
meant to be nger food.
Caesar Salad
1946
Vacuum cooling is the rapid refrigeration 
of a porous product (such as lettuce) 
through the removal of moisture. Aer 
lettuce has been harvested, the heat and 
moisture begin to rot the lettuce from the 
inside out. However, vacuum cooling 
rapidly removes the heat from the produce 
and allows for earlier shipping and a 
fresher product. Aer cooling, lettuce 
must be kept at 34°F to maintain peak 
freshness and quality.
Vacuum Cooling
1989
In 1989 Fresh Express created a new way of selling 
produce: bagged salad kits. Since their introduction to 
supermarkets, bagged salad kits have skyrocketed in 
popularity due to their convenience and wide 
selection. However bagged salads create a massive 
amount of waste both pre- and post-consumer. 
Pre-consonsumer, unnecessary waste is created when 
the produce is cut, bagged, or labeled incorrectly. 
Bagged salad kits with these problems are 
immediately thrown out, despite the produce being 
fresh and edible. Post-consumer, the plastice bag that 
the produce was packaged in is non-recyclable and is 
thrown away aer consumption.
Bagged Salad Kits
1990s
Concerns about the nutritional content 
and quality of iceberg lettuce has allowed 
for a resurgence in popularity for romaine 
and leaf lettuce. In 1992, 80% of lettuce 
produced in California was iceberg, but by 
2011 that number dropped to 57%, with 
leaf lettuce and romaine lettuce making 
up the dierence. Other leafy greens such 
as spinach and kale have also grown in 
popularity due to their high nutrient 
content.
Romaine & Leaf Lettuce
1900 2000
1902
e Reclamation Act was  a United States 
federal law that funded irrigation projects 
for arid areas in 20 dierent states 
including Arizona and California. ese 
irrigation projects made it possible to 
develop ourishing agricultural hubs in 
areas that would otherwise be too dry. e 
Yuma Project, started in 1903 and 
completed in 1915, is one example of an 
irrigation project funded by the 
Reclamation Act.
Reclamation Act
Src: Central Arizona Project 
1999
Baby Leaf Lettuce
1987
Drip Irrigation is a type of 
micro-irrigation that conserves water and 
nutrients by allowing water to drip slowly 
to the roots of plants which minimizes 
evaporation and maximizes irrigation 
potential. In Arizona, drip irrigation was 
implemented for lettuce production in 
1987. Drip irrigation is also used in 
California for lettuce production.
Drip Irrigation
1994
Conservation tillage is a method of soil cultivation 
that leaves the previous year's crop residue on the 
elds before and aer planting the next crop. 
Leaving the crop residue is benecial for reducing 
soil erosion and runo. At least 30% of the soil 
surface needs to be covered with residue to be 
benecial, and some methods forego traditional 
tillage entirely and leave 70% or more of crop 
residue on the eld. Conservation tillage was 
implemented in Arizona for lettuce production in 
1994 and has also become standard practice in 
many other states. 
Conservation Tillage
Late 1940s
Iceberg Lettuce
Iceberg lettuce was introduced for commercial 
production in the late 1940s. Its more robust nature 
compared to butter lettuce and leaf lettuce meant 
that it fared better during transportation. Aer 
harvest the lettuce heads were trimmed and placed 
in crates that were cooled with cracked ice placed 
between layers of lettuce in waterproof liners. 
However, using ice to keep the lettuce at the ideal 
temperature of 34°F was unreliable and still resulted 
in heavy losses. Aer its introduction, iceberg lettuce 
quickly grew in popularity due to its distinct crunch 
and minimal avor that made it ideal for pairing 
with heavier dressings.
1950s
Mechanical refrigeration (vacuum 
cooling) became commercially viable in 
the 1950s. Mechanical refrigeration 
reduced spoilage during transportation 
through the use of refrigerated train cars 
(and later semi-trucks). Refrigerators at 
home also allowed consumers to keep 
their produce fresh for a longer period of 
time and reduce how much was thrown 
away aer it had been purchased.
Mechanical Refrigeration
1970s
e only food product that requires a code date by 
the USDA is infant formula, to ensure that the 
nutrient quantities listed on the label are accurate. 
However, it became popular in the 1970s to print 
code dates such as ‘Sell By’ and ‘Best By’ on 
processed food products to give consumers an idea 
of when the products are at their peak freshness. It 
is important to recognize that code dates do not 
specify when the product will spoil and the food is 
usually still safe to eat aer its code date has 
passed. According to the USDA, the misconception 
that food is no longer edible aer the code date has 
passed is a notable contributing factor to food 
waste in the United States.
‘Sell By’ & ‘Best By’ Dates
Src: Central Arizona Project, Minnesota Dept. of Agriculture
Src: Central Arizona Project, Leaf Lettuce 
Production in California 
Src: "Like Ribbons of Green and Gold": Industrializing 
Lettuce and the Quest for Quality in theSalinas Valley
Src: USDA
Src: University of California 
Agriculture and Natural Resources
Src: Fresh Express, NPR
Src: ASHRAE
Src: UCDavis
Src: What’s Cooking America
Baby leaf lettuces were 
introduced in 1999, primarily for 
use in bagged salad kits. Since 
then they have quickly grown in 
popularity. Baby leaf lettuce 
varieties are bred to be 
aesthetically appealing and 
avorful at an immature stage.
Src: Central Arizona Project,
 West Coast Seeds
Src: Southern Vacuum Cooling Inc.
Src: United States Bureau of Reclamation
All Lettuce
Head Lettuce
Romaine
Leaf
U.S. Per Capita Lettuce Consumption 1960-2004 (lb)
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Fresh-cut
General Supply Chain Flow
Lettuce that is washed, colored, or 
otherwise treated in the unpeeled 
natural form prior to marketing.
Lettuce that has been cut, shredded, 
or processed in some way.Src: Commodity Specic Food Safety Guidelines for the Lettuce and Leafy Greens Supply Chain
Harvest - Lettuce that has blemishes or does not conform to the 
standard shape and size is discarded.
Processing - Improper handling, packaging or cutting can result 
in unnecessary waste.
Transportation - If the lettuce is not continuously kept at 34°F 
then it runs a risk of spoiling. Lettuce can also be damaged due 
to improper handling.
Distribution Center - Lettuce that is not distributed quickly enough 
is discarded for being too close to its code date.
Retail/Food Service - If the lettuce is not stored correctly or is 
not used/sold quickly enough it will be discarded once it has 
reached its code date (regardless of its condition).
Consumer - If the lettuce is not stored correctly or is not used 
quickly enough it will spoil and be discarded.
Waste Moments from Field to Table
70%
90%
of U.S. lettuce is grown in California from 
April through October
of U.S. lettuce is grown in Arizona from 
October through March.
Src: University of California Agricultural Issues Center
Src: Commodity Specific Food Safety Guidelines for the Lettuce and Leafy Greens Supply Chain
Lettuce is a highly perishable vegetable that requires intensive irrigation, cool temperatures, and fertile soil to grow. Lettuce production generates waste at every stage of its journey from field to table. Some of this waste is inevitable, but most of it is unnecessary and primarily caused by human negligence 
and/or human apathy. However, the fact that most of the waste created in lettuce production is preventable means that there is ample opportunity for creative waste management strategies that can benefit the economy and the environment. There are numerous examples of innovative management for 
lettuce (and other food products) that have the potential to revolutionize how our country handles food waste.
LETTUCE WASTE
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Group B [Automotive Recycling Waste]_Part 1
Auto part salvage yard
Free Pick up in town
25 dollars in 25 miles
Dealerships
Related industrial& manufacturing
     1000                         600               300        100
Auto Recycling per state
     1000                         600               300        100
New - Car Dealers per state
TennesseeU Pull It 
auto part 
salvage 
yard
According to National Automobile Dealers association, there are 16708 dealerships in United States which share 18% of Total retail sales in U.S. The auto recycling industrial follows up and there are 8731 auto recycling sites in U.S. which only reach half number of the dealerships. Estimation can be made 
there still have a large number of cars haven’t be recycled appropriately since the average lifespan of cars are only 12 years.The overlap between to maps shows a balance for the material flow. The whole industrial chain of automobile now became a significant part to America’s economy, or even social 
structural by creating millions of related job positions.Take U-Pull-It salvage yard as an example, the process to recycling useless cars create a lot of profit to its related industrial and manufacturing. Most parts of the car get checked and send to different industrial and company, the left over useless parts 
are sent to Tennessee for further processing. Usually these related industrial sites will locate around a salvage and close to highway system.
SPACIAL GEOGRAPHY OF AUTOMOBLIE IN AMERICA
The task of auto recycling is a multi step process involving many different companies, tools, and locations. When a vehicle reaches the end of its usable life it still has potential and value as parts and scrap metal. Scrap vehicles generally end up at a salvage yard where they can be picked over for parts 
before they are shredded. before a vehicle enters the yard it is processed. This involves removing the battery, fluids, and catalytic converter. After the vehicle is processed it is placed in the yard where it stays for 1-3 months. After this it is removed and has the remaining copper wiring removed and is then 
crushed. The bailed cars are then sold to a steel mill that then shreds the cars and uses the metal into new steel. 
AUTO RECYCLING PROCESS
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Steel production has a fairly complex history, as evidence of varied early steel production has been traced back to ancient times. Early forms of steel, such as Damascus Steel, were discovered to have been in production as early as the third century. However, techniques were varied and traditions were lost. 
The process of crafting Damascus Steel, for example, remained a mystery long after it’s decline. The inaccessibility and inconsistency of steel production is what gave rise to iron being the more dominant of the two production industries until the late 1700s brought new techniques to popularize the steel. 
In 1855 the world was introduced to the Bessemer Process which catapulted steel production forward over the next one hundred years until modern science and technology was capable of improving upon the already successful process. Additionally major events such as wars and post-war culture played 
major roles in shaping the trajectory of the steel industry from a utility that primarily served military and engineering to an industry that catered to the home, comfort, and lifestyle.
STEEL PRODUCTION IN THE UNITED STATES
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Group C [Wood Waste]_Part 1
23
766
27,895
sawmill + rough cut lumber 
facilities in Nebraska
wood waste supply locations in 
Nebraska
tons of Eastern Redcedar waste 
are generated annually
Western Redcedar 
Population in the US
Forest land by stand-size class for the top five forest types by acreage, Nebraska, 2015.
United States Department of Agriculture, Resource Update FS-75
Eastern and Western Redcedar are very popular types of lumber used in the wood industry. Eastern Redcedar is a soft wood, used for ornamentation and fences. Western Redcedar is used for construction because of it’s density and hard wood properties. Redcedar is fast drying and the regrowth of the species is faster 
than most other types of wood. In Nebraska, Redcedar is also popular because of its varying diameters throughout the state. Redcedar has the most and widest range of sizes. “Two species, eastern redcedar and ponderosa pine, comprise over half (52 percent) of the total of live-tree resource in Nebraska. Eastern redcedar, 
alone, makes up nearly 39 percent of all trees; however, the total number of eastern redcedar trees decreased by approximately 10 million compared to the estimate from the 2014 inventory. Eastern redcedar has the highest net growth rate but the rates of mortality and removals have increased since 2014.”1 Waste 
generated is due to three factors, forest biomass, residual by-products and urban wood waste. Forest biomass is generated as a result of commercial timber harvest, forest fuels reduction and range of activities. Residual by-products are from primary and secondary wood products manufacturing operations. Urban wood 
waste tree debris separated from the municipal solid waste stream, public and private tree care service providers and utility line construction and maintenance activities.2 [ 1.United States Department of Agriculture, Resource Update FS-75, 2. Nebraska Forest Service Wood Waste Supply and Assessment, Richard Woollen.]
REDCEDAR DENSITIES IN THE UNITED STATES + NEBRAKSA 
Eastern Redcedar 
Population in the US
Eastern Redcedar 
Densities in Nebraska
Western red cedar is a common and representative wood material. The world developed very fast in last fifty years, but the production mode and main features are held way before that. Many western red cedars growing areas have more than 100 years history, and most commonly used products also 
have about one century’s practical experience. Nowadays, the efficiency of the wood industry outclasses the past. In 2015, the United States produced more than 10 times the production in 1915, but also created more than 10 times the waste. The increase of quantity and population will make the 
waste issue a bigger challenge in the future, looking for new production mode will help this problem. Cedar oil was used for making pigment thousands years ago, today people use modern cedar oil for aromatherapy, creating a new industry, finding a good way to reuse branches and leaves of red 
cedars. The revolution of the mode of production is a good way to solve waste problem. 
TIMELINE AND PRODUCTION FLOW OF WESTERN RED CEDAR
1800 19001850 1950 2000 20502018
Timeline of Wood Industry
Products and Waste Flow
1892, First patented use of glu-laminated timber in Germany 
1897, Atlantic Lumber Company in Georgetown, South Carolina, became the 
largest sawmill in the world. Using logs floated down the Pee Dee River
1929-1933, Western redcedar production dropped from 
300 million board feet to 85 million board feet
1935, First modern landfill was tried in California
1940-1950, First  NC machine was invented 1970s, CNC technoligy has been widly used in 
wood industry.
2010 2014
1929-1933, Western redcedar production dropped from 
300 million board feet to 85 million board feet1867, Nebraska was admitted to the Union as 37th U.S state
1869, First Transcontinental Railroad was constructed, productes and 
materials can be easily transported between east and west coast.
1813, First use of a large circular sawmill in Massachusetts
1836, First bandsaw patent in America, Maine
By 19th Century, circular saw was invented, steam sawmill has been widespread used
New England was the center of American wood industry, exporting 36 million feet of pine 
boards annully
The U.S. as percent of the world totals for selected measures,
U.S. Forest Facts and Historical Trends, 2014
Forest area and population trends in the United States, 1850-2010,
U.S. Forest Facts and Historical Trends, 2014
Western red cedar cones (Natural)
Western red cedar seedings (Artificial)
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Group D [Coal Waste]_Part 2
Petra Nova’s post-combustion CO2 capture system began operations in January 2017. The 240-megawatt (MW) carbon capture system that was added to Unit 8 (610 MW capacity) of the existing W.A. Parish pulverized coal-fired generating plant receives about 37% of Unit 8’s emissions, which are diverted 
through a flue gas slipstream. Petra Nova’s carbon-capture system is designed to capture about 90% of the carbon dioxide (CO2) emitted from the flue gas slipstream, or about 33% of the total emissions from Unit 8. The post-combustion process is energy intensive and requires a dedicated natural gas unit 
to accommodate the energy requirements of the carbon-capture process. The carbon dioxide captured by Petra Nova’s system is then used in enhanced oil recovery at nearby oil fields. Enhanced oil recovery involves injecting water, chemicals, or gases (such as carbon dioxide) into oil reservoirs to increase 
the ability of oil to flow to a well. 1
1. Kenneth Dubin, “U.S. Energy Information Administration - EIA - Independent Statistics and Analysis,” Petra Nova Is One of Two Carbon Capture and Sequestration Power Plants in the World - Today in Energy - U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), accessed March 29, 2018, https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=33552.
PETRA NOVA CARBON CAPTURE POWER PLANT
CO2 and flue gas
from Generator
Circulation Pump
Cooling Water
01 Flue Gas Cooler
Flue gas is cooled  with water
from nearby Smithers Lake to 
113 degrees Fahrenheit for the 
absorber to process.
Treated Flue Gas
Houston Metro
San Bernard River
Colorado River
Tres Palacios River
Lavaca River
West Ranch Oil Field
02 Absorber
Flue gas is fed through the bottom
of the absorber while KS-1 solvent, 
an organic compound dervied from
ammonia. The solvent selectively
captures 90% of the CO2.
03 Regenerator
The CO2/solvent mixture
is exposed to steam produced
by the reboiler inside the
regenerator that separates
the solvent from the CO2.
The solvent is then recirculated
back into the absorber.
04 CO2 Compressor
The CO2 is then compressed
to be sent down an 80 mile
pipeline to the West Ranch
Oil Field.
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The Petra Nova Coal Plant in Texas became the first coal power plant in the US to implement a system to capture CO2 emissions from coal production. In a joint effort between NRG Energy and Mitsubishi, engineers developed a system to extract CO2 from the flue gas and utilize the CO2 at the West Ranch Oil 
Field. The 610 MW plant captures 1.6 million tons of CO2 (90% of what is produced) or the equivalent of 350,000 cars per day. The process begins by cooling the captured flue gas with lake water that is recirculated back to the lake. The cooled gas is then sent to an absorber which contains a solvent called 
KS-1 that captures the carbon and treats the flue gas. The flue gas is then emitted into the air and the CO2-solvent mixture is sent to the regenerator which uses steam to separate the CO2 from the KS-1 solvent. The solvent is recirculated back to the absorber to be reused, and the CO2 is compressed to be 
transported to the oil field. At the oil field, CO2 is used to  pressurize the oil deposit to increase oil production. Since the introduction of CO2, oil production went from 500 barrels a day to 15,000 barrels per day. Sources: 1. NRG Energy, Inc. “Petra Nova: Carbon Capture and the Future of Coal Power.” NRG Energy. 
Accessed March 20, 2018. https://www.nrg.com/case-studies/petra-nova.html. 2. Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd. “CO2 Recovery Plants: Prevention of Global Warming and Air Pollution.” January 10, 2017. Accessed March 20, 2018. http://www.mhi.com/products/environment/carbon_dioxide_recovery_process.html
DYNAMIC PROCESSES OF CARBON CAPTURE IN COAL PRODUCTION
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Group B [Automotive Recycling Waste]_Part 2
France is similar to the United States in that it has a very large amount of vehicles that reach the end of their usable life every day. In fact about 1.8 million vehicles are taken off the road per year. This equates to roughly 360,000 tons of auto shredder residue (ASR) among other potentially harmful materials 
that come from these old vehicles. Frances system differs from the U.S. in a couple different ways, the most prominent being the Accord Cadre, an agreement formed on 1993 between Car manufacturers, dismantlers, shredders, material manufacturers, and public authorities aimed at lowering the 
environmental impact of the ELV industry. The agreement held each party involved to a series of specific commitments that improve efficiency and sustainability of the cycle. The process is more streamlined and controlled than that of similar cycles in the United States. 
END OF LIFE VEHICLE POLICY & RECYCLING PROCESS_ FRANCE
ACCORD CADRE
AUTO & EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS COMMITMENTS 
- to intensify R&D efforts in connection with suppliers and the public authorities to        
   produce and use parts with higher degree of reprocessing possibilities;
- to use increasing amounts of recycled materials “within the scope of existing      
   technologies”;
- to adapt design consequently with the constraints imposed by other functional    
    requirements
- to ensure that by the year 2002, new models may be reprocessed to generate a final  waste 
not exceeding 10% of the total weight under the condition of economic feasibility and 
sufficient degree of innovation taking place;
- to provide information and introduce marking of parts to enable dismantling and recycling, 
to supply technical assistance and develop cooperation also at the European level.
DISMANTLERS COMMITMENTS
- to comply with the responsibility of reprocessing of vehicles also in agreements with other 
downstream operators;
- to take in charge the vehicle from the last owner with full information on the transfer of
   ownership and at the prevailing market conditions within the competition rules;
- to take into account the technical information from manufacturers and to intensify their
   efforts for technical and economic efficiency of their operations;
- to supply information on the state of reprocessing activities.
MATERIAL MANUFACTURERS COMMITMENTS
- to develop their relations with manufacturers and dismantlers/recyclers for allowing
    optimization of material choice for environmental protection;
- to intensify R&D on material revalorization, to develop recycling channels to increase
   reprocessing of metals;
- to participate to industrial initiatives aimed at developing revalorization of synthetic   
   materials.
PUBLIC AUTHORITY COMMITMENTS
- to enforcing the campaign against unauthorized dumping of ELV;
- to control the compliance on existing regulation by the reprocessing operators
- to take statutory measures if required and in accordance with the framework agreement
OPTIONAL WHITE BACKGROUND FOR 
TEXT IF NECESSARY (WHITE; 50% 
OPACITY)
ELV IN POSSESSION OF 
LAST OWNER
FERROUS METAL
•A Car that are deemed no lon-
ger worth fixing and are designed 
for scrap are referred to as an ELV 
(end of life vehicle)
•The final owner has paid recycling 
fees at ether the time of registering 
the car or at inspection. 
•Ferrous Metals can be extracted 
from the stream by using traditional 
magnetic techniques.
•Largest volume by weight in an 
ELV
ELV ARRIVES AT DROP 
OFF POINT
NON-FERROUS METAL
•New car dealerships are respon-
sible for setting the regulations and 
requirements for how to properly 
handle and recycle ELVs
•ELVs may be dropped off at most 
car dealerships
•The is to be paid fair market value 
for the vehicle as per the Accord 
Cadre
•Non-ferrous Metals will need more 
precise operation using laser sen-
sor technique.
•The SICON LASER SORT directs a 
high-impulse laser on each indi-
vidual material object to release a 
particle emission which produces 
visible light. 
•The emitted light is captured in the 
spectrometer where it is being an-
alyzed for its material elements. 
ELVS SOLD TO 
MANAGER - 
DISTRIBUTERS
PLASTIC
•The ELVs are sold by the dealer-
ships to entities know as manag-
er-distributers (MDs)
•MDs distribute the ELVs to 
various dismantlers according 
to their compliance of  certain 
manufacturer requirements 
•MDs also take on the adminis-
trative role of tracking the ELVs 
throughout their journey. 
•Plastic can extract from the 
stream by sort with different color 
and density.
•Going through sink-float facility
Uses Hyper spectral imaging (HSI), 
NIR sensor technology sort plastic
ELVS SOLD TO 
DISMANTLERS
WIRE
•Dismantlers are responsible for 
removing and neutralizing air bags, 
removing the fuel and other fluids 
and disposing of them properly. 
•They then remove and sell any-
thing they thing they can sell on 
the second hand market. 
•The shell is then sold to the 
shredder
•Scrap wires and cables can be 
extract using the similar method 
used for non-ferrous metals 
• One process involves using alloy 
rotor and alloy knives featuring 
removable wearing part.
ELVS SOLD TO 
SHREDDERS
ASR
•The shells are crushed to increase 
density and then sent through the 
shredder
•The shredder must also comply 
with the car makers requirements 
in order to be eligible to purchase 
the shells
•ASR (auto shredder residue) is 
what is left over after all usable 
material is extracted. 
•Most ASR is sent to landfills but 
recently it has found new uses 
as an aggregate in concrete 
manufacturing 
•instead of going to the landfill 
now large amounts of ASR is 
being sent to concrete plants and 
construction sites.
SHREDDER OUTPUT IS 
SORTED AND SOLD
•The resulting shredder output is 
sorted into categories consisting of 
ferrous metal, non-ferrous metal, 
and auto shredder residue. 
•A certain percentage of ASR 
is sold to concrete plants and 
construction companies to be 
used as an additive in certain 
applications of concrete. 
ELV PROCESSFRENCH POLICY 
RECYCLING TASKS & METHODS
GDE ACTIVITIES
PRIMARY
SECONDARY
IN HOUSE RECYCLING PROCESSES
RETAIL
DISTRIBUTION
SERVICES
SERVICES
FERROUS METAL
RECOVERY
METAL
ASH/SLAG
PAPER AND WOOD
WASTE
COLLECTION
ELECTRONIC 
WASTE 
COLLECTION
TOXIC CHEMICAL
WASTE
COLLECTION
INCINIRATOR
AND LANDFILL
OPERATORS
SHAVINGS, WOOL,
WADDING, PADS, 
SPONGES, METAL
ALUMINUM
RECOVERY
BRASS
RECOVERY
COPPER
RECOVERY
NICKEL
RECOVERY
ZINC
RECOVERY
MOTOR VEHICLE
SCRAP YARDS
WASTE 
PAPER
SKIP 
REMOVAL
INDUSTRIAL WASTE
AND DISPOSAL
CONTRACTORS
WASTE 
PLASTIC
SCRAP WIRE
/CABLE
REGIONAL INDUSTRIAL 
CENTERS
NORMANDY
NORTH
EAST
SOUTH EAST
ILE-DE-FRANCE
BRETON-ATLANTIC 
PORTS
COLLECTION 
CENTERS
• 3 shears and 1 large-capacity mill for 
ELV and battery recycling
• 175 000 tons of material transported by 
river-sea, the equivalent of 10,000 fewer 
trucks on the roads
• A classified environmental protection 
facility of on the port of Rouen 
dedicated to the trading and transit of 
materials
• Large capacity shears 
(1,700 tons) among the 
best performing in France
• 121,486 tons of material 
transported by river, the 
equivalent of 4,800 fewer 
trucks on the roads 
• 10 trucks subject to an 
eco-driving device
• Expertise in the treatment of ELVs, industrial waste, 
paper/cardboard and batteries
• Production centers for the processing of goods 
intended for foundries and steel mills 
• Multimodal services and settlements close to 
urban agglomerations and main outlets for a 
reduced and controlled carbon footprint
• Expertise in the 
treatment of ELVS, 
industrial waste, paper/
cardboard and batteries
• 60,000 HP metal 
grinder
• 11 high-capacity fixed 
and mobile shears
• 223,890 tons of 
material carried by river-
seaway, the equivalent 
of 9,000 fewer trucks on 
the roads
• 3 sites directly 
connected to 
waterways and/or 
railways
• 1 ELV station and 1 
metal grinder 
• 2 high-capacity shears 
• 3 sites connected 
to the waterways and 
equipped with barges 
and loading cranes 
• More than 200,000 tons 
of material transported 
by river, the equivalent 
of 8,000 fewer trucks on 
the roads
• Expertise in the treatment of 
ELVS, industrial waste, paper/
cardboard and batteries
• 80% of the material 
transported by river-sea, the 
equivalent of 18,000 fewer 
trucks on the roads
• A fleet of own trucks 
managed by the 
Transenvironment and subject 
to a
eco-driving
• A permanent port platform 
in deep waters at Montoirde-
Bretagne
Fleet of trucks picks up 
recycling from the region
Collection center also
accepts walk-ins to recieve
recyclable materials
Collection Center breaks down, 
sorts, and separates materials
Regional sites have shredders and 
break down larger materials such as 
ELVs
Broken down materials are further 
refined and processed before being 
prepped to be resold
Regional Centers also act as business 
management locations with the 
Rocquancourt serving as the 
innovation center and headquarters 
for GDE
Materials are delivered to regional 
center for further processing
Ports aid in the 
transportation of 
materials between GDE 
sites as well as the 
transporation of resold 
materials
GDE is a subsidiary of ECORE, a leader in recycling in Europe, controlling all aspects of the recycling process from collection of end-of-life materials to the marketing of new and recycled materials. GDE’s goal is to revive materials for the benefit of the environment, community, and related businesses. The 
network in France allows ‘collection of proximity’ and services adapted to local needs, while the vast reach of ECORE allows GDE to support larger material needs of not only local companies but national companies as well. GDE deals with recycling and reselling five families of materials: ferrous metals, 
non-ferrous metals, batteries, paper/cardboard, and plastics. Utilizing high performing technology, GDE is able to recycle materials to high valuations for reselling. Additionally GDE maintains eco friendly practices such as requiring gall 227 of its vehicles to be equipped with an ‘eco-driving’ device. Twelve 
sites within the six regions of France are connected to waterways, reducing the overall need for trucks on the roads. The six regions are comprised of collection sites, which handle most of the sorting, and regional industrial centers, which handle large scale items such as shredding vehicles and handling 
large shipments. The regional centers also act as managing facilities for the region. Three regions also have fixed ports allowing ease of maritime travel. 
FUNCTION OF GDE IN FRANCE
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Group C [Wood Waste]_Part 2
FSC certified acres by state in 2017, major routes, major rivers and water ways
Sources: “Map of current US Routes.” Wikimedia. “FSC Acres by State”, USFSC. “Protected Water Ways”,  William E. 
200,000 acres
5,000,000 acres
1,000,000 acres
0mi
0km 200
200
20’
The Forest Stewardship Council sets standards for responsible forest management. A voluntary program, FSC uses the power of the marketplace to protect forests for future generations. Some people feel the best way to prevent deforestation is to stop using forest products. In reality, people use forest 
products every day. For example, the average American uses nearly six trees worth of paper each year. So FSC harnesses market demand to ensure forests are responsibly managed. Because FSC is the gold standard in forest certification, it is the only system supported by groups such as WWF, Sierra Club, 
Greenpeace, Natural Resources Defense Council and National Wildlife Federation. Today, more than 380 million acres of forest are certified under FSC’s system, including more than 150 million acres in the US and Canada.  Official Website of USFSC-https://us.fsc.org/en-us/what-we-do
FOREST STEWARDSHIP COUNCIL
Transportation
Red-State Highway
Blue-US Highway
Loss of Wet Land
Important Bird Area
EVAPOTRANSPIRATION
INFILTRATION
SOIL STABILIZATION
INTERCEPTION
PRINCIPLE 1: 
COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS AND FSC PRINCIPLES
Forest management shall respect all applicable 
laws of the country in which they occur, and 
international treaties and agreements to which 
the country is a signatory, and comply with all 
FSC Principles and Criteria.
PRINCIPLE 2: 
TENURE AND USE RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Long-term tenure and use rights to the land and 
forest resources shall be clearly defined,
documented and legally established. 
PRINCIPLE 3: 
INDIGENOUS PEOPLES’ RIGHTS
The legal and customary rights of indigenous 
peoples to own, use and manage their lands,
territories, and resources shall be recognized and 
respected. 
PRINCIPLE 4: 
COMMUNITY RELATIONS AND WORKER’S RIGHTS
Forest management operations shall maintain or 
enhance the long-term social and economic
well-being of forest workers and local communities.
PRINCIPLE 5: 
BENEFITS FROM THE FOREST
Forest management operations shall encourage 
the efficient use of the forest’s multiple products 
and services to ensure economic viability and a 
wide range of environmental and social benefits.
PRINCIPLE 6: 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
Forest management shall conserve biological 
diversity and its associated values, water resources, 
soils, and unique and fragile ecosystems and 
landscapes, and, by so doing, maintain the ecological 
functions and the integrity of the forest.
PRINCIPLE 7: 
MANAGEMENT PLAN
A management plan — appropriate to the scale 
and intensity of the operations — shall be written, 
implemented, and kept up to date. The long-term 
objectives of management, and the means of 
achieving them, shall be clearly stated.
PRINCIPLE 8: 
MONITORING AND ASSESSMENT
Monitoring shall be conducted -- appropriate to the 
scale and intensity of forest management --
to assess the condition of the forest, yields of forest 
products, chain of custody, management
activities and their social and environmental impacts.
PRINCIPLE 9: 
MAINTENANCE OF HIGH CONSERVATION VALUE FORESTS 
Management activities in high conservation value forests 
shall maintain or enhance the attributes which define such 
forests. Decisions regarding high conservation value forests 
shall always be considered in the context of a precautionary 
approach.
PRINCIPLE 10: 
PLANTATION MANAGEMENT
Plantations shall be planned and managed in 
accordance with Principles and Criteria 1- 9, and
Principle 10 and its Criteria. While plantations can 
provide an array of social and economic
benefits, and can contribute to satisfying the world’s 
needs for forest products, they should
complement the management of, reduce pressures 
on, and promote the restoration and
conservation of natural forests. 
• Information and advice to landowners
• Water Planning
• Shoreland buffers and vegetation protection
• Tree Sales
• Educational activities
• Wetland Conservation Act
• Cost-Share assistance
• Forestry Assistance
20172004
4,500 acres of forestland1,500 acres of forestland
17 famiy owened forestland12 famiy owened forestland
“The first group of landowners to be certified through the SWCD project included a dozen properties and approximately 1,500 acres of forestland. The group now consists of 17 landowners with almost 4,500 acres. The project has been supported by funding from the Minnesota Environment and Natural 
Resource Trust Fund as recommended by the Legislative Commission on Minnesota Resources, a Conservation Innovation Grant from the Natural Resources Conservation Service USDA, and the USFS.”1 Over half of working forestland in the United States is owned and managed by some 10 million families 
and individuals collectively known as “family forest owners”. Family forestland provides immense public value from clean water, wildlife habitat, and stable jobs for forest workers. There are currently 51,000 FSC certified family forest owners with approximately 4.8 million acres in the United States.2 For a 
“family forest” to be considered FSC, they must comply by 10 sets of principles. The Aitkin County SWCD Forest Stewardship Council does really well at principles 5,6,7, and 91. [1.Thompson, Dennis. “Aitkin County SWCD Forest Stewardship Council Certified Group.” Aitkin County Soil & Water Conservation District Home Page, SWCD, 2010, www.
aitkincountyswcd.org/index.html. 2. Forest Stewardship Council. “Family Forests.” FSC United States, us.fsc.org/en-us/certification/forest-management-certification/family-forests.
AITKIN COUNTY SWCD FOREST STEWARDSHIP COUNCIL CERTIFIED GROUP
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Group E [Automotive Recycling Waste + Coal]_Part 3
ENERGY
BIOFUEL
AUTO SHREDDER
RESIDUE
Auto Shredder Residue, comprised of glasses, fabrics, and plastics, typically goes to a landfill. Although the United States lags behind other countries in terms of studying and finding ways to recycle ASR, there are certainly methods to allow this material to be recycled so that it become something 
functional again. In this case, a relationship between CO2, ASR, and algae production is established. Auto Shredder Residue can be sent from the three main shredders in the Atlanta Metro to the Scherer Powerplant just south in Juliette, Georgia. At this coal plant, the ASR can be reformed using residual 
heat and provide surface area of algae growth. With an abundance of water nearby, the plant can then operate to not only provide energy to Atlanta, but can also recapture CO2 and use it in the production of algae using recycled ASR as the growing area. The algae is then converted into biofuel.
MERGING WASTE
No. 1
Producer of coal
generated CO2
In US
880
Megawatts of power
generated per
Year
18
Million tons
CO2 captured
per year
77.5
Million pounds of
ASR converted to
plastics per year
2.5
Million gallons
of biofuel produced
per year
01 Flue Gas Cooler 02 Absorber 03 Regenerator 04 CO2 Compressor
Warm Flue Gas from Boiler
Pure CO2 gas
Cool Water
Fly Ash Concrete Aggregate
CO2 Capture Plant
CO2 Capture Plant Algae Biofuel Plant
Algae Biofuel PlantCoal Fired Power Plant Automobile Shredder Residue Plastic Plant
Water from Lake Juliette
07 Cooling Tower
Warm Water
10 Fly Ash Collection
01 Coal
Steam
02 Boiler
03 Turbine
04 Generator
05 Transformer
06 Distribution to Power Grid
08 Condenser
CO2 from CO2 Capture Plant
ASR Plastic Fins & Chlorella Algae
Fly Ash Pit Water
Water Boom
Automobile Shredder Residue 
From Atlanta
Non-Ferrous Metals
To be Recycled
Plastics
Textiles to be recycled
02 Washer01 Eddy Current
Separator
03 Dryer 04 Plastic Pellet Storage 05 Barrel with Feed Screw
Hot Water from Turbine
Water from Lake Juliette
Warm Water to Condenser & Cooling Tower
Extrusion Mold
Extruded Plastic for Algae Growing
ASR Plastic PlantCoal Fired Power Plant
While both dynamic systems with many inputs and outputs, coal fired power production and automobile recycling are undoubtedly dissimilar in both process and production of byproducts. Utilizing some of the perceived waste generated by both processes combined with new inputs, the systems begin to 
overlap and create a more sustainable and mutually beneficial new system that is even more dynamic than the two separated. By capturing the carbon dioxide and utilizing the heat from the boiler in coal production while combining these byproducts with automobile shredder residue (ASR), a new system 
emerges with the introduction of one of the longest living species on earth, algae. Chlorella algae, one of the most versatile species of algae, has the capabilities to consume CO2 generated by the coal plant, produce biomass to be used for biofuels in automobiles, and remediate the heavy metals from fly 
ash pits near the coal plant. The ASR-based plastics provide fins which increase the surface area the algae can grow on adding to the volume of biofuels and oxygen produced. Sources: Green Plains Energy: Shenandoah, Iowa Corn Ethanol Plant, National Center for Biotechnology Information “Bioremoval Capacity 
of Three Heavy Metals by some Microalgae Species, United State Geological Survey “A Coal Fired Thermoelectric Power Plant: Georgia Power’s Plant Scherer.”
DYNAMIC PROCESSES OF CARBON CAPTURE, AUTOMOBILE SHREDDER RESIDUE PLASTICS, AND ALGAE
Group F [Wood Waste + Automotive Recycling Waste]_Part 3
AUTO PROCESSING
AUTO PROCESSING
USED CARS ARRIVE 
CARS ARE PROCCESSED 
+ DIVIDED INTO USABLE PARTS
EXITS TO 1.B OR 2 BASED ON USE
AUTO PROCESSING
DIVIDED CAR PARTS ARRIVE
PARTS ARE SORTED AND USED 
TO MAKE TIMBER EQUIPMENT
EXITS TO TIMBER WASTE 
PROCESSING
TIMBER WASTE PROCESSING
AUTO MANAGEMENT PROCESSED AUTO STORAGE TIMBER MANAGEMENT
TIMBER MANAGEMENT OFFICES 
AND SUPPORT
NEW EQUIPMENT INSPECTION
AUTO-TIMBER EQUIPMENT ARRIVE
TIMBER WASTE ARRIVE
PARTS ARE SORTED AND ASSESSED
EXITS TO THE FOREST TO BE USED
OR 3.a
AUTO MANAGEMENT OFFICES 
SUPPORT AREAS
DIVIDED CAR PARTS ARRIVE
PARTS ARE STORED AND WAIT
FOR APPROPRIATE USE
Southeast
 Big woods
 Anoka Sand Plain
 Oak Savannah
 Twin Cities Highland
 Rochester Plateau
 Blufflands
Southwest
 Minnesota River Prairie
 Inner Coteau
 Coteau Moraines
Northwest and central
 Aspen Parklands
 Hardwood Hills
Northern tall grass prairie
 Northern Tall Grass Prairie
 
Auto Recycler
Auto Recycler Related Industries
Forest Industry
Recommanded Site
Minnesota Ecological Area
50’
Having a site to make the car and forest industries work together will be help for energy saving. According to the geographical position of Auto recyclers and existing forests, we can promote a best site where these two industries can work together. Most auto recyclers located in the south part of Minnesota 
while the denser forest located in the north part of Minnesota. So, choose a site in between will works best for these two industries. In the meanwhile, Minnesota is planning to develop the northern lower density forest area, and they made a recommendation to plant different tree species according to the 
different soil conditions. The site will be best suit for monitoring and managing the northern forest and implementing tree planting in the southern part. Since the auto recyclers owns a bunch of massive machinery due to its complex disposal process. It can provide technology support which help with the 
forest management and transporting wood goods and waste. Waste from forest, wood products, and auto shredder residue can be used to produce energy and electricity. The site can be completely off-the grid by using regional  and renewable source. Materials from auto parts can be reused to support 
machinery or implementing new on-site office building. In this way, materials will share a regional life cycle which help tracking and processing materials.
2050 AUTO FOREST
64m
Pinus Resinosa
No.12345
48 years old
Drones in 2050 will be able to hover 30 min, and the max load is 
more than 20L/20kg, with 15m/s operation speed. It can fly 27km 
distance at once with 6m scan/operation width, in 70%~80% efficien-
cy one drone can scan/operate 28 acres forest.
With more advanced GPS and 
recognition teconology we can 
identify and know the status of 
every single tree.
Map of the forest form. The forest is divided into 64m*64m unit and each unit is one acre. Put 4x7 units 
together is a group, that can be monitored and operated by one device like a drone in one activity. The two 
lane road find its way between the long side of the groups.   Source: Drawed by Yao Yao
AGV carries all-terrain lumbering robot, truck stops aside and release the 
robot, the robot could cutting down trees and bring them back aotomatically. 
And those AGVs could transport products to factory or logistics center.
In one acre there is 20x20 trees, the spacing is 3m. 
The rotation age is 81 years, and we make the tree into 
three mainly age groups, each group has about 21 years 
difference. We do selective cut in every unit.
Drone carrier is a van with four 
drone units, and the drone unit is 
1.4m*1.4m. The can release two 
drones for two directions, charging 
the other two drones at the same 
time. 
Then move forward 448m (7 acre) 
and get drones back after 30 min.  
The Forest Management is not just about the reservation of nature, nut more about make a forest be high-producing and protect its nature environment at the same time. To make a projection and design of the forest industry in 2050, we have to know what will be the difference at first. There are several 
techonologies that are likely to be applied in 2050. 1. Controllable nuclear fusion or other energy technology brings more and cheaper electricity; 2. More advanced Internet and information system.  3. More smart devices and robots, such as Automatic Guided Vehicle (AGV), automatic drones. And with the 
guidelines of forest management today, we use minnesota as example and try to modify the process. Doing distrubuted selective cut instead of taking turns concentrated cut, mapping and monitoring all trees, take operations such as control the pests, extra-nutrition, fire protection and others to keep the 
balance of species diversity, high production and the safety.  Official Website of DNR Minnesota-https://www.dnr.state.mn.us/state_forests/index.html   Website of the Biggest Drone Company-https://www.dji.com/
FOREST MANAGEMENT IN 2050
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Critical	Reading	|	Arch	497	
Meg	Peterson	
January	31,	2018	
	
 Waste places, postindustrial spaces, crudscapes, TOADs, and lastly, junkscapes are 
used interchangeably to describe the forgotten landscapes of today’s cities. The issue is not 
choosing between the array of terms and critical definitions of these overlooked sites, but 
rather how we should approach these unused spaces. Author of Trashed Space, Nina-Marie 
Lister, defines the term junkscape as, “space that is literally being wasted: space within the 
landscape that is no longer functional, or has never been productively used.”  
Lister explains multiple examples of these spaces, many of which never cross our 
minds and often are the unpredicted byproduct of development. The first is a temporary, 
obsolete, abandoned, or derelict site (TOADs); these can be the innocuous shopping malls, 
dotting the landscape of the United States, more so than anywhere else, as Lister mentions the 
U.S. has twice the square footage of retail space per citizen than any other country, otherwise 
known as “mall glut.”1 This greatly outlines the issue of the consumption-driven capitalist 
society that drives the United States. When the economic value of a thing depletes, we deem it 
as useless and throw it away, or in the situation of a retail store, forget about it, leaving it 
subject to decay. The root of the issue of waste, at most scales, lies not in natural tendency, 
but in the tendency of the society which has developed to the point where we are at today, 
where we frame waste and junkscapes as someone else’s problem.  
The point where lively discourse might begin, however, lies in the creative potential for 
these dormant, inactive sites, referred to as brownfields. Artists, urbanists and designers are 
increasingly being drawn to these spaces, in attempt to reactivate them “in constructive and 
ingenious ways.” Too often, we treat these situations as a “nature Band-Aid,” as Lister 
explains, re-greening them often as unprogrammed parks “with no discernable site function or 
legible connection to place.” I feel as if these are seen all over the place in our own region 
specifically with community volunteer organizations, no doubt with good intention, but often 
little to no results. When realms such as ecology, biology, culture and nature are and woven 
into contemporary urban fabric and its inhabitants we can begin to see improvements in how 
we might reinvent these spaces. Through successful redevelopments of brownfields, we might 
also see improvements in society’s engagement in the reuse of these waste spaces.  
																																																								
1 Lister, Nina-Marie, “Trashed Space,” in Trash, ed. J. Knechtel, (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2006): 67.  
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Lister adds that when reconsidering these junkscapes, we must resist the want to 
sweep away the past in the areas found in the postindustrial, postmodern metropolis. In the 
same light, noted by author David Gute, we must be attentive to the effects of reinventing 
brownfields on the health and wellbeing of citizens. It wasn’t until 1850 that the built 
environment began to consider health, and now these same issues are being considered in the 
reuse of brownfields. We must look at this issue not only in the terms of risk, but more so by 
questioning ‘risk to whom?’ A major idea behind residential brownfield revitalization is that the 
“social and financial benefits provided by redevelopment exceed the costs imposed by the 
interventions and that the reuse of site can further local sustainability objectives by reducing 
growth pressures in underdeveloped areas. However, even with great intentions, we must be 
certain that both the risks and benefits are spread equally across all stakeholders, to ensure 
health regardless of socioeconomic status. I think this is something that must be considered in 
not only waste scapes, but also any aspect of design that will serve society. Historically, there 
have been numerous accounts of well-intentioned designs, or policies, that have resulted in 
gentrification or racial segregation, among many other things, such as the well-known Pruitt 
Igoe project. The design and revitalization of urban waste spaces is no different, and should be 
taken equally as seriously. 
 
Questions: 
 
"While [re-greening] perhaps pretty in a pastoral sense, paving our past with sod is both 
dangerous and meaningless; it is a fitting companion to urban sprawl, a homogeneous 
landscape that is as uninteresting as it is vapid." (Lister, p71, pg 2) 
 
In response to this idea on re-greening spaces, does this deplete the meaning or importance of 
many small projects, green spaces, and parks we often see in our own community? 
 
When talking about revitalization of brownfields and so-called “junkspaces,” we realize that 
these places are the result of our consumer driven society. Revitalization is the first step, but 
how might we envision an urban environment where these waste spaces are no longer created? 
Or will waste spaces always be apart of our society? 
 
 
 
Gute, David M. "Sustainable brownfields redevelopment and empowering communities to 
participate more effectively in environmental decision-making," in Local Environment, 
Vol. 11, No. 5. Taylor & Francis, 2006. 473-478.  DOI: 10.1080=13549830600853015 
 
Lister, Nina-Marie. “Trashed Space,” in Trash, ed. J. Knechtel. Cambridge: MIT Press, 2006. 
62-75.  
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Adam Wiese 
Critical Reading Review 
3/1/2018
Critical Write Up and Analysis:
The two publications by William McDonough and Michael Braungart, Cradle to Cradle (2002) 
and The Upcycle (2013) are part of a 3-part series discussing the concepts of sustainability, recycling, 
and commenting on societies view towards waste as well as proposing their cradle to cradle system and 
demonstrating how it could be implemented. In Cradle to Cradle Chapter 4 ‘Waste Equals Food’ two 
main concepts are presented; Cradle-to-Grave and Cradle-to-Cradle. Cradle-to-Grave is the description of 
our current condition and the way our society treats objects and waste. Our society functions as a throw 
away culture. We no longer desire or care to fix things because the hassle to fix something provides a 
lower opportunity cost then replacing it with a new one. Furthermore, our society does not create things 
to be recycled. McDonough and Braungart use the example of a car, the fact that this item could not be 
fully recycled because of its complexity of parts and systems, although it contains valuable materials, is a 
“source production problem”. Another example given was that the plastic used to protect common items 
will outlive the actual items. Items are not designed to be recycled therefore they can not be recycled by 
the consumers of the products. Cradle-to-Cradle begins to address this issue with the idea that if items 
were design items to be recycled then the waste produced from these products would not be waste at 
all but could be efficiently recycled and loop back into the Cradle-to-Cradle system. 
 In Chapter 1 “Life UpCycles” McDonough and Braungart tackle an interesting concept one that 
leaves more questions than answers but delivers their view on sustainability. In the chapter they ques-
tion why humans, being highly intelligent and sophisticated, can we not exist with nature in symbioses 
like all other animals and eco systems? The example provided by McDonough and Braungart compares 
the fact that ant biomass exceeds that of human biomass, yet the earth is not over run with biomass 
from ants.  This provides the realization of nature’s ability to adapt and work in symbioses with all living 
organisms. In the chapter McDonough and Braungart address the issue of Ecologism and our desire to be 
net zero. This concept, although slightly exaggerated, begins to talk about a standardization of sustain-
able strategies in buildings through programs like LEED and Green Building Challenge. This check list 
style of sustainable design actually begins to bring ‘generic design’ into the world of sustainable design. 
A process intended to be specific to site and building. In addition, this generic-ism through sustainable 
checklists is stunting the innovation and creativity originally found in sustainable design.
Questions: 
1. In The Upcycle McDonough and Braungart address the relationship between economics and 
sustainability and how companies become motivated to proclaim their sustainable cutbacks only 
to expose the inefficiencies they previously possessed. Drawing from earlier discussions and the 
Cradle to Cradle system proposed by McDonough and Braungart are (and how are) companies 
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motivated to rethink the way they make goods so that they could be responsibly recycled within 
the cradle-to-Cradle system? 
2. In The Upcycle reading McDonough and Braungart address the issue of Ecologism and its impacts 
on speculation, evolution, and innovation in design processes of products as well as the built 
environment. What effect do organizations such as LEED, Green Building Challenge, and Cradle 
to Cradle have on the innovation of sustainable practices? 
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Critical Reading
Adam Heier
02.22.18
In Geographies of Trash, authors Rania Ghosn and El Hadi Jazairy begin mapping some 
of the formal qualities of waste generation both in terms of a larger network but also the forms it 
creates at certain junctures in the system. They note that throughout history cities themselves 
have become less filthy by relocating the waste from inside the city to the dots on the urban 
fringe and beyond further expanding these waste networks. Their research positions that 
designers have taken larger roles in fields that had typically been reserved for engineers, 
planners, and ecologists and will continue to do so. Through an analysis of forms waste 
management creates, Ghosn & Jazairy speculate on what those forms (i.e. cap, collect, contain, 
preserve, & form) can do if reappropriated and thoughtfully designed. I believe they have an 
interesting line of thinking in the redesign of these specific sites in a broader waste system; 
however, I am critical of a few of their approaches. Should these waste sites have humans in 
mind or should they be designed in such a way that fosters an uninhibited remediation of these 
sites? It likely depends on the context to answer this question, but we should be aware that we 
as humans have violently intervened in these landscapes and perhaps the best solution is to do 
our best to reduce the impact we have had on these sites instead of redesigning spaces for 
humans.
The design solutions found in Geographies of Trash are a direct result of observation, 
but most importantly mapping. Ghosn & Jazairy were likely influenced by mapping techniques 
utilized and explained by James Corner in The Agency of Mapping: Speculation, Critique, & 
Invention. Corner utilizes mapping exercises to not only create an understanding of certain 
situations and systems, but also as a method for design that “unfolds potential.” He says,
“Mapping is already a project in the making,” and argues that the map is first a method of 
“finding” places to intervene and then the “founding” of new projects in existing systems. Using 
this definition, he contrasts the map as a generative method of design that is provides direction
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with the plan to an end or something static and unmalleable. Within the context of the map and 
the evolution of space and time, the systems that are part of our world are also evolving. Air 
travel, cell phones, and the internet have all had a drastic impact on how we perceive space, 
and it becomes challenging to map those systems in a physical sense and understand how that 
affects the built environment. I also found a lot of Corner’s arguments about mapping compelling 
and extremely helpful in how he uses the many mapping techniques (drift, layering, game 
board, rhizome techniques) to think critically about a system, to have a position on that system, 
and intervene with design into the system. While the reading is not contextualized within waste 
systems, it has a lot of relevance to the mapping of waste and understanding the inefficiencies 
within it by assembling information together to tell a larger narrative.
Questions:
1. Corner discusses at length a lot of the benefits of mapping and various techniques to go 
about it; however, if we examine mapping critically, what are some of the pitfalls of 
mapping as a form of representation and method of design?
2. Design has some strong overtones in both of the readings, but in Geographies of Trash,
they do not discuss how to reduce the waste we generate but rather unique ways of 
dealing with it once its present. Which do you think is a more urgent design problem to 
solve first, how we can leverage design to generate less waste or how we can we deal 
with the waste we already have?
3. Corner discusses very briefly mapping of space and time as it relates to air travel and 
how drastically spatial systems were altered. What are some of the influences altering 
spatial systems today, and how should the technique of mapping change?
Corner, James. "The Agency of Mapping: Speculation, Critique, and Invention." In Mappings,
231-52. London: Reaktion Books, 1999.
Goshn, Rania and Jazairy, El Hadi, “Geographies of Trash,” Journal of Architectural Education,
68-81.
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Paige Nelsen 
Week 7 Reading Analysis  
02.22.18 
 
Elizabeth K. Meyer: 
     Uncertain Parks: Disturbed Sites, Citizens, and Risk Society 
     The Public Park as Avant-Garde Architecture 
 
 
 Brownfields, gray fields, Environmental Protection Agency- designated 
Superfunds sites, manufactured sites, wastelands or toxic sites are all names used 
interchangeably to describe a once unusable site. Elizabeth Meyer uses the term 
“disturbed” to capture the effect and character of those sites. “They have been disturbed 
by new processes- interrupted and interfered with- and that alteration disturbs us, makes 
us uneasy, anxious, worried and agitated.”1  
 Meyer states that “much of the writing about large parks on disturbed sites 
focuses on the processes of remediation necessary to cleanse them before human use 
can be considered safe. Although the eco-technologies and operational design 
strategies deployed in turning these wastelands into parks are fascinating and innovative, 
this particular focus fails to show what these large parks might mean to the communities 
that surround and use them.”1 Meyer recalls that two centuries ago, parks were created 
from royal gardens and hunting ground, one century ago, they came from large rural 
parcels. However today, parks are built on available urban areas that are abandoned or 
obsolete. These sites are often polluted.  
 The question of the social impression comes up and how it may have changed 
since the ninetieth and early twentieth centuries. “Urban landscape was viewed through 
two lenses, a medical discourse and a social reform agenda.”1 Are those still relevant 
topics when discussing a “disturbed” large park? Is “disturbed” a word designers, society 
and leaders should use when discussing these types of sites? 
 Fifteen years prior to Meyer’s Uncertain Parks article, she wrote an argument 
discussing two Parisian parks and the interpretation between Avant-Garde Landscapes or 
Architecture Design. Similarly to a “disturbed” site, the two Parisian parks were both 
“sited by governments with specific social and political objectives and had a history of 
neglect and unrest”.2 Meyer sites Tschumi’s text about the Parc de la Villette: “However, 
the Parc de la Villette had a specific aim: to prove that it was possible to construct a 
complex architectural organization without resorting to traditional rules of composition, 
hierarchy and order.” 
 Overall, Meyer’s argument of the two Parisian parks and identifying them as either 
Avant-Garde Landscapes or Architecture Design is a somewhat similar connection to the 
case she made about coining the term “disturbed sites” over fifteen years later. All of the 
sites discussed have similar governed and neglected attributes. The argument of 
defining a landscape was a topic in the nineteenth century, twentieth century and today. 
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Questions: 
 
1. Are the two lenses typically used with a large park -a medical discourse and a social reform 
agenda- still relevant topics when discussing a “disturbed” large park?  
 
2. Is “disturbed” a word designers, society and leaders should use when discussing these types of 
sites? 
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Waste Ecologies Final Reflection Adam Heier
Looking back at my first reflection I wrote for the first class, I realized my view on waste 
was limited. While I knew there was some potential to exploit waste for beneficial purposes, I 
never really understood the potential of waste. I think within the first class I realized that waste 
has so much design potential in architecture, landscape architecture, engineering, etc. My 
scope of understanding was narrow, and it feels much more open today writing this having been
through this course this semester. The course and the content covered has honestly lead to 
lifestyle changes for me, and I feel more aware about my own habits.
Waste, as I know it today, is what people perceive as something undesirable but has 
many potential design opportunities. I used to be in the “out of sight; out of mind” mindset, but I 
have become more aware of the systems that come into play with certain materials I previously 
perceived as waste. I now know there are many aspects of our consumer-based economy in the 
United States that are problematic. Plastics, for example, are used in extremely unthoughtful
ways in terms of packaging. This is because design hasn’t fully impacted the way we package 
things yet. This is where the negative connotations of waste become reversed through the 
understanding of a design problem and creating a viable solution for the problem.
My own personal thoughts on waste have certainly gone through a radical change 
throughout this semester. It has impacted my thinking so much that I contemplate everything I 
throw away now and ask myself if it can be recycled. For better or worse, I have even become 
bold enough to point out to my friends what can and cannot be reused. At the very least, this 
course has taught me to think about waste issues and the ecologies created by them and frame 
them in a new light where designers can have a tangible impact on our world through something 
we perceive as bad and make it something for the better.
Waste is something our global society is just starting to think about or perhaps just now 
have the technology to address. Good engineers and designers are finding ways every day on
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many fronts to deal with issues of waste and closing ecological loops just the same as nature. I 
have certainly gained an increased awareness for these design solutions whether created by 
engineers, landscape architects, urban designers, architects, scientists, or a varied team of 
them to address issues of waste. We have an infinite amount of possibilities when it comes to 
reusing waste and closing some of the loops we find ourselves in. When in practice, I want to 
engage in conversations involving waste including minimizing construction waste on-site, 
creating a building that wastes less energy, or even helping an engineer brainstorm on creative 
solutions to create more efficient building and non-building systems that create less waste.
I think the design-research portion of the class was a great way to engage in some ways 
of dealing with waste in a way that readings alone could not have done. We were able to
exercise our designer skills to address issues somewhat addressed by people outside of our 
respective fields of work. Even though it was speculative in nature, I still feel like we were able 
to contribute to a larger conversation about some of the waste issues we were talking about. 
Perhaps somebody who can fully design the systems we were proposing may get inspired and 
create a viable solution.
I certainly appreciated all of the things we learned about how we’ve dealt with waste up 
to this point in history and what people are doing today to combat new waste generation, but I 
think I am most curious to learn about waste we have generated but has been around for a long 
time. I want to know what we can do about landfills that have been remediating waste for years 
and help speed up the process of breaking the waste down and returning it to the earth/cycle.
We have massive areas of space dedicated to waste management, and I want to know more 
about designing to accelerate the processes of pre-existing waste and the landscapes it has 
created.
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Waste Ecologies 
Final Reflection 
Megan Peterson 
May 3, 2018 
 
 
 
 This course was definitely a learning experience for me. My mind and 
attitudes changed in drastic ways, which are almost comical when looking back 
and reviewing what I had written at the beginning of the semester compared to 
now. I think the first step was realizing what waste is and how we should define 
it. At the beginning of the semester, I thought of waste exactly how some of the 
authors we read defined it: disgusting, useless, and a problem. 
I never framed waste as an opportunity for design at all. When I learned 
otherwise, this class became even more interesting. My idea of the definition of 
waste evolved very quickly as we progressed through the readings. It went from 
a point of not realizing what waste was, due largely to the fact that our society 
pays no attention to this issue, to understanding its processes and sub 
categories. One of my favorite readings throughout the course was the one 
where we read the evolution of waste, specifically with the bathroom. It made 
me realize that often times, the issue doesn’t need to change, but rather 
people’s perception of the issue. 
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The projects really helped to open my eyes as well. When I began this 
course, I would not have chosen lettuce as a major waste product; if I had, I 
would have not thought it was such a complex issue. For example, I realize that 
waste occurs at multiple different levels due to multiple different reasons, and 
that most times, these reasons are not blatantly obvious.  
Overall, I learned that through design, problems that occur in society 
should be better understood and evaluated. I learned that often times, problems 
can be solved in ways that we might not have thought of. And lastly, I learned 
that often times, things function with higher efficiency if they start to include 
other processes and systems, almost as if it were mimicking nature’s processes.  
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